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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920"

Haircuts
offered
at AIDS
Cut-Off

J Local beauty salons
offer their services to
raise money for David's
House.
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BC, News

Get a haircut. Help a worthy
cause.
Those actions can l>e combined
during the AIDS "Cut Off Day
being held in the Amani Room
from 4 p.m.-7:30 p.m today.
Local beauty salon stylists will
be donating their time to help with
Cut-Off Day. For S5. a student
can have his or her hair cut and all
the money raised will go to the
David's House of Compassion in
Toledo.
Barb Rowe. the coordinator of
fundraislng events for the David's
House of Compassion, said this is
the second year that the money
raised has benefited the house.
David's House is a place of education and support services for those
who are HIV-positive or for those
who have a family member who is
HIV positive. The money raised
goes toward client services like
food and shelter.
The Golden Key National Honor
Society is the organization on campus which has been In charge of
the Cut-Off Day for the pasi Rvc
years, according to Golden Key
coordinator Julie Diennger
■|| is a tradition for the Golden
Key National Honor Society to take
part In this event."' Dleringer said.
Last year, between $400-500
was raised in one day. which was
higher than the organization
expected. The goal for Golden Key
National Honor Society this year is
to be a little bit higher. Diennger
said.
This Is a wonderful project
because It gives students the
chance to give something back to
the community and for individuals
In need.- said Erin Hobe. a student
• See CUT, page five.

Daniels discusses life in NBA
The mental aspect of
the game was the
toughest adjustment for
Antonio Daniels.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BC News
^^^

To make It to the professional
level, a person must have a lot of
physical talent.
According to former Bowling
Green men's basketball playet
Antonio Daniels. It was the mental
transition that caught him offguard the most during his rookie
season with the Vancouver Grizzlies. Daniels, with Vancouver finished for this season, spoke to a
crowd of nearly 300 Wednesday in
Olscamp Hall.
Those that are mentally strong
are those that succeed." Daniels
said. "Dealing with it is hard.
Everywhere you go. you get conslanllv harrassed "
Daniels admitted that he wasn't prepared for that part of the
game.
To deal with it. Daniels tried
many suprrsililions In a game
against the Phoenix Suns. Dai
unknowingly wore his spandex
backward throughout the game.
He did admit, however, that it fell
funny.
But in that game, he scored a
career-high 23 points — so for the
last four games of the season.
Daniels wore his spandex back
ward.
According to Daniels, the
toughest lesson he learned came NBA star Anlonio Daniels visited the University to talk about life in the NBA. His visit was sponsored by
when he sat six straight games. In
terms of his relationship with which is just a block away from burv as fast and strong for his
Vancourver coach Brian Hill, he his Vancouver home and shoots
In terms of players Jumping to
said t lie relationship isn't all bad. around from 9:45-11 a.m. AfterThey just had their differences at wards, Daniels goes home, sleeps the professional level, he thinks
until four, gets up and orders his players should do it If the opportimes.
tunity Is there.
"I met with him a couple pregame meal.
Despite that. Daniels accomThen he dresses for a 7:30 p.m.
limes." Daniels said. "We want to
put the year behind us. We have game and plays. Following the plished both his dream and goal
game. Daniels goes out to eat at a while at BG. His dream was to
iots of growing together."
play in the NBA and his goal was
His most memorable moments, local restaurants.
In the NBA. Daniels said there to graduate.
he said, came when he hit the
There are some Ihings average
game-winner at Detroit and when are no days off, For Instance, in a
he dunked on Karl Malone. whom few days, a person might go from people wouldn't understand about Basketball is a business. It escalates from level to level."
he could not say enough about, playing Michael Jordan in Chica- the NBA. he said.
In 20 years, he wants to be
■How difficult It is." Daniels
including calling him the best, go, to Tim Hardaway in Miami, to
Stephon Marbury In Minnesota, said when asked. There's so working with kids, some of which
power forward in the league
much more that doesn't have to were sealed in the front row.
Daniels also described a typical then to John Stockton in Utah.
"It was good to see him again."
He called Marbury his most dif- do with basketball There's so
NBA game-day: He goes to Vansaid Tyler Tielje of Deshler.
i "liver's General Motors Place. ficult matchup. He described Mar- much outside to keep you busy

BG Newt Photo by Jeremy Martin
the Sports Management Alliance.

There's so much more that doesn't have to do
with basketball. There's so much outside to
keep you busy. Basketball is a business. It
escalates from level to level."

Smells good

By PAULA MOTOLIK
The BC News

Associated Press photo

Daniels' appearance was sponsored by the Sports Management
Alliance. He plans to spend four
more days In Bowling Green this
week and spend the rest of the
summer in his native Columbus
with family.

College dean gets pie in his eye
□ The National Student
Speech, Language and
Hearing Association's
fundraising competition
raised $175 for the
organization and had a
lot of fun in the
process.

Kelci Barton, 3, left, and Alexandra Weber, 3, smell tulips at
Franklin Park Conservatory Wednesday in Columbus.

Antonio Daniels
of the Vancouver Grizzlies

It's not very often the dean of a
college can be seen receiving a pie
in his eye.
At last night's awards banquet
for communicaUon disorder students. Clyde Willis, dean of the
College of Health and Human Services, was delivered a whipped
cream pie in the face.
As the winner of this year's
National Student Speech. Language and Hearing Association's
philanthropy fundraising competition. Willis was the recipient of the
"Pie In the Eye" award.
In order to raise money for the
organization, nine members of the

faculty and staff agreed to gather
donations beginning Feb. 1 and
continuing thiougli the awards
banquet. The person who turned
in the most money for the philanthropy would receive a ple-ln-lheeye at the spring awards banquet.
Seger said.
"Every year. NSSLHA sponsors
a different beneficiary, and this
year all proceeds will go to the
Pedlatric AIDS Foundation." said
Jeannene Seger. senior communication disorders major.
NSSLHA was able to raise S175
for the Foundation, the largest
amount ever contributed to an
organization through the chapter.
Of the nine faculty and staff
participants. Willis was able to
contribute nearly half of the overall
amount of money being donated.
Seger said.
Every year, the University chapter does a number of projects to
assist agencies or groups of individuals, including a day for autistic
children, where group members
bring the children to campus and
entertain them in order to give
their parents a break. Willis said.
Through NSSLHA. chapters
have been able to contrlbule to

"Every year, NSSLHA (National Student Speech,
Language and Hearing Association) sponsors a
different beneficiary, and this year all proceeds
will go to the Pediatric AIDS Foundation."
Jeannene Seger
senior communications disorder major

organizations such as the National
Stroke Association. Operation
Smile. International Hearing Dogs,
Inc.. The International Fluency
Association.
the
Children's
Defense Fund and the American
Speech-Language Hearing Foundation.
The money earned this year will
be used to find ways to prevent
transmission from an HP/infected
pregnant woman to her newborn,
and prolong and Improve the lives
of children with HIV/AIDS.
Around campus, many student
organizations donate money to
worthy causes. Through various
philanthropies, the organizations
are able to distinguish their efforts,
and make their organization stand
t
i

out.
NSSLHA is the organization representing the College of Health and
Human Services. The organization
is open to all communication disorder students, and is also the
sponsor of "Pie in the Eye."
The organization holds a very
special place in my heart." Willis
said of the organization he began
nationally 25 years ago.
Willis also stressed how proud
he is of the University's chapter
because out of the over 100 chapters across the nation, this chapter
is one of the most active overall.
As for receiving a pie in the face.
Willis said with a grin. "I'm pleased
to help out in any way 1 can."
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EDITORIAL
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Letters to the Editor policy
The BG News cntouragex readers' inpul lo discuss topics of interest In
the BGSl' community. If you would like to have something printed in The
BG News, we offer you two formats.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than SOO words (less than
two typed, double-spaced pages).
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) can be submitted as Guest Columns Guest columns will be subject to space limitations
and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please Include your address, major, academic class and phone number
(phone numbers are for verification only and will not be published) If
you are not a BGSl' student, please provide your position and affiliation
with the University or community.
Letters must be typed, nol handwritten. Letters brought In on a Macintosh compatible disk are preferred. Bring the letter to Room 210 West
Hall, or e-mail us al bgnewsiibgnei.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid
identification upon receipt of letter. Anonymous lelters will be printed if
valid identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity Is In
the proper interests of the wnter.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters
rfi efved. The News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.

Copyright t, 1998. The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG News Is strictly prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded in 1920 and
is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor in Chief and the Editorial Board are
final

Today's edition was designed and edited by

Beth Kerby, Copy Chief

±

She can be reached at (419) 372-6966
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"So goes the
environment. The idea of
holding back industrial
progress to save a Jew
species and some pretty
scenery was once a
burdensome idea from
eco-freaks."
clothes lhal look. In fact, like they
are made for hiking or mountain
climbing Yet, 1 suspect, nol loo
are many mountain climbers.
Our parents might urge us io
gel real. They mighi ask what Ihe
hell we know about nature, ciling
on our unnatural, urban. French
fries and television upbringing.
(This is as irrelevant as Ihe "you
don't even have any black friends"
argument that Is spal upon racialIssue-scnsillve while folk.) But the
import,mt thing is lhal people rare
on principle, have iaken the time
to consider Ihelr role In Ihe world
and decided they ought lo be a lit
tie careful with it.
This is a crucial time lor young

people to act their age politically:
with anger and zesl and outrageous backpack pins. The corporale world has tried lo make us
Ihlnk that it Is one slep ahead of
Ihe activists, going further than
environmental regulations ask il
lo.
Meanwhile, young people have
adopted some kind of universal
environmentalism. No one will
deny the Importance of saving Ihe
earth. This Is no longer an issue.
To borrow a metaphor from David
Suzuki. It's like spitting. People
once spal freely In public. Seeing
its nastlness. society passes a law
against spitting In public. Splllers
had to adapt their behavior, perhaps reluclantly. Maybe they felt
intruded on, or repressed. But a
generation later, no one spits In
public. The world Is a lad neater.
So goes the environment. The
idea of holding back Industrial
progress lo save a few species and
some pretty scenery was once a
burdensome idea from ecofreaks.
Now It's a tenement of living the
good life in our society. This is
good but also dangerous. It Is loo
smug with our American lifestyle,
which will seemingly always view
consumption and acquiring stuff
as the measure of success
It makes us feel content when
our friends unanimously respect
the earth in words Furthermore,
when Dow chemical or Mobil tells
us they are protecting the earth In
lelevlsion spots and full page magazine ads. we feel even safer. We
forget what It means lo be environmentalist, which is to believe lhat
the earth deserves some major
slack from humanity, who contin-

Jake & Parvo The Talking Dingo

e was an editorial lhai ran April 20. 1967. In The BG News
niversitv seen as a void "
The three columnists cited their reasons for believing thai "Bowling Green is a bad dream."
Among them were:
.. ■ "Music appreciation has no meaning other than in the < lass
joom or at the required concert."
■ 'Grass is neither lo be walked on nor smoked."
■ "The meaning of community Is nol known."
■ Taculry and students never meet outside the classroom."
■ -The only reading done is required."
■ "Where VD Is though! lo be Vitamin Deficiency."
■ 'Where because it's a nice place, social deviations are kept hush
hush."
■ The Library closes al 5 p.m. on Saturdays because there are
not any students here."
■ "20-year-olds are told where they must live. They're immalure."
■ "Where everyone is waiting for Godot, but no one reads the
play."
■ 'Where money for a curling sheet could be found bul where
money for more faculty Is non-existent '
While some of these things may have changed — I.e.. the Library
is now open until 7:30 p.m. on Saturdays — some of them have not.
(We still spend gobs of money on facilities rather than faculty.)
While looking through this article, il is reminiscent of the college
students continual dissatisfaction and struggle to change things.
But as long as we continue lo make our grievances heard, there is a
belter chance of them being addressed and eradicated. Let's hear
some problems, and work to find solutions before the next genera
tlon can complain about them.

•

Maybe one could say Bowling
Green is al a geographical disadvantage when It comes to environmentalism. But sometimes you
can grow flowers In a garbage can.
This boxy little college town
sticks oul like a sore Ihumb. From
miles away on Route 25. It pops
Into view and rumbles on Ihe horizon like an amusement park.
This Cedar Point effect Is not lo
say thai BG Is civilization among
wilderness, or an oasis. II is Jusl a
high-rise school among flal rows of
corn and soy. BG only Interrupts
farmland. Nature seems far away.
Furthermore, upon arrival, no
lush, deep greens and rolling hills
mark the spot for intellectual landscape. Barren Is a description closer to Ihe truth. Not even a multilevel layout (see OU or Denlson) of
ivy-covered buildings to Invoke
any dewy, spiritual 6 a.m. awakenings. Mother Earth has long
depended upon humans Hike the
original conservationists) who
have come in intimate contact wilh
her to stand up in her defense. So
how is a university supposed to
cultivate people who care about
the earth when the earth around
them seems like it jusl needs more
people? A new mall? Some new
bars?
Yet I bel if we took a poll, we'd
almosl unanimously come out in
favor of protecting the environment.
On Earth Day. an environmental policy student asks her class If
they'd ever been in wilderness.
None say yes. Some aren't sure.
However. desp(fe Ihe Inexperience, there are many Blrkenslocks
sandals in the BG crowd. A lot of

AHA... HERE IT 1$/
RIGHT ON Trie INTEHNET

ues to use resourres and creale
wasle at an unsustainable rale.
We forgel lhal saving the carlh is a
irade-olf — if you are nol consciously adapting yuur life lo help
Ihe environmenl. you are probably
nol the tree-hugger you claim lo
be. Applying ihe spit parable, it's
nol consciousness we need lo
make normal, bul acting oul of
lhat consciousness. If lhat means
no alr-rondilloning. riding a bike.
Ihen so be it. We will gel used lo II
and Ihe d./idend will come later in
the forms of renewed wilderness
and peace of mind.
As Dave Foreman reminded BG
Tuesday nighl. the place we sit.
stand and roll our radlals over
used to be wilderness. In fact,
(here was abundant nature lo
boas! of: Ohio. Ihe world's richest
deciduous forest, and here In BG
Ihe Great Black Swamp. Close
your eyes and Imagine all of that
Just disappearing, gone forever.
Taken away quickly (you'd be
amazed what a decade can do) and
irreversibly, like a lerm paper you
forgot lo save.

Tony Cavallario is the assistant
opinion editor for the Newt. He
can be reached at tonycavSbgnelbgsu.edu.
p.s. Special (hanks to whoever
sponsored the Earth Day car
show, which featured such environmentally friendly favorites as
the 35 MPG Sport Utility Vehicle.

by Shane Herman
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Mailmen bring future in envelope
AMHERST. Mass. (U-WIRE) - I
have developed an unhealthy
obsession for a man who walks
down my street al Ihe same time
every day — the mailman.
You see. right now (he mailman
literally holds my future In his
hands, and I'm not talking about
some "You could already be a winner" sweepstakes. I'm talking
about law school acceptance letters.
Every day for Ihe past month. I
have had some form of an emotional catharsis or another on my
front porch as I check the mall. I
have made dozens of fruitless trips
home from campus In the middle
of the day In search of those
promising thick envelopes and
dreading Ihose Ihin ones.
In moments of panic about
missing mail. I have angrily
Instructed my five housemates
(one of whom Is awaiting acceptance letters as well, exponentially
Increasing the anxiety level in my
household) to leave all of the mall
In one specific area of the kitchen
table. I'm sure they really appreciate my anal-retentive perfectionist
attitude toward the pile of
Junkmall we receive every day.
One particular housemate is
under orders lo call me at work
when a law school letter arrives,
and sometimes, read the contents
of the missive over the phone.
And Ihe news Is not always
good. Acceptances. Rejections.
Waiting lists. Somebody stop this

;r "^
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emotional roller roaster, because I
want to get off. I don'l remember
this process being so hellish during high school Probably because
this lime around, it matters more.
I'm thinking in terms of employment, geography. In essence, my
whole future.
And when your future lies In a
10-by-12-Inch manllla envelope,
your sanity starts to erode.
Of course, there Is a certain
amount of stress that comes with
graduation for anyone. Now is Ihe
Ume of year you can tell a senior
simply by facial expression.
Excitement, and perhaps relief,
about graduation combined wtlharudety and fear of leaving Ihe
womb we called UMass for Ihe last
four years makes for a toxic emotional cocktail.
The Ironic thing for me. and
maybe for those of you continuing
on to graduate school, is the
notion that slaying in school
another three years Is equivalent

to a security blanket, protecting
agalnsl the harsh nlne-lo-flve.
power sull. economic ladderclimbing "real world." This is definitely a fallacy.
Ever since (he terrifying process
began In September. I have doubted Ihe practicality of my choices.
While my peers were attending
career fairs last semester. I was
taking the LSAT My fellow seniors
were doclorlng their resumes and
creating cover letters while 1 was
slaving over law school applications.
And now, as my colleagues discuss 40IK plans and starting
salaries of $40,000 a year. I am
still stressing over the FAFSA and
filling out loan applications In
amounts close to those starting
salaries.
It does feel like I am delaying
growing up by slaying In school, in
debt, and out of the working world
but It's scary as hell. All I hear, or
even read about on these editorial
pages, are first Inlervlews. second
Interviews and Job offers. But. for
many graduates, their first Job Is a
stepping stone down a career path
formed as It Is traversed.
I know Job interviews are
stressful, but you can accept,
reject, or even line tune a Job offer.
Fortunately, the Job market Is
healthy right now.
Graduate programs remain
highly competitive, and with so
many applicants for so few spots,
it Is the sad truth that most

prospective students do not
choose their schools: Ihe schools
choose them.
I am aware I brought this stress
on myself, and this whole emotionally, and economically, taxing
process Is Inevitable for anyone
who wants to become a lawyer,
doctor, professor, etc. The strange
thing is. if there are others oul
there going through the same psychological turmoil. I haven't heard
much about It. An explanation for
this probably lies In the fact that
the people we are turning to for
support In this endeavor, are the
same ones we are competing
against for coveted spots in graduate schools.
Since the LSAT. MCAT. GMAT
and GRE are never going to disappear, and the whole application
procedure will likely remain the
same forever. I can offer no solullon. save creating a support group
to prevent eager letter recipients
from going postal on their mailcarriers.

Laura Stock is a writer for theMassachusetts Dally Collegian at
the Massachusetls-Amhersi UntveHsty.

Applications are now available for
summer and fell News staff. They can
be picked up in 210 West Hall.
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Ryan Pratzel
Sophomore
Journalism

Nate MeU
Freshman
AitUtectnt/CmtnctiM Hfmt.

Heather Chenos
Sophomore
Sport Mgmt./Marketing

Holly Fritz
Freshman
Psychology

Sally Welch
Graduate Student
Mass Comm.

"I don't vole in
Ohio: I'm not registered here."

"II doesn't really
matter to me: I
would have to further Investigate Ihe
Issue."

"Against, because
Ihey slipped In lhat
property tax cut and
we will probably
have to pay through
another tax."

"Against, because
more money will be
taken out of my
check."

"For. because
something has to
be done. This Isn't
that bad of an
idea."

Prosecutor Paul Wallace
about Amy Groasberg murdering her newborn baby

THURSDAY THRILLS

UPCOMING EVENTS

In an ill-advised promotional idea, a
local tattoo parlor hoped to increase
business by offering baby alligators
with any tattoo purchase.

"Upcoming Events" ■■ ■ aervlce to our reader* borrowed daily via the University web page. The calendar of
events on the web page haa a more complete listing of events and csn be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Thursday, 4/23/98

Individuals with HIV and AIDS.

Thesis Exhibitions (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard WankeIman Gallflies. Fine Arts Center. Graduate
and undergraduate student thesis exhibitions are on display. Free.

1999 Partnership Support Grants
Workshop ft Informational Meeting
(4:30 p.m.)
PalBster Confeience Room., Jerome
Library. BGSU Partnerships for Community Action is hosllng a hands-on workshop
& informational meeting lo inform interested members of the University and Ihe community about ils 1999 Partnership Support Grtnts. The grants will be awarded to
projects designed to develop mutually beneficial partnerships between BGSU faculty,
staff, sludents and members of Ihe broader comraunlty. Application deadline Is
December 7. 1998. RSVP: 372-7316

Women's Tennis at MAC Championships (10 a.m.)
Akron. Ohio. The three-day league
tournament begins today with quarterfinal matches in the Rubber City
CD Sale (10 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Education steps. Sponsored by
UAO

"Beyond BG: A Senior Celebration"
(7 p.mj
Anderson Arena. Come out and recognize BGSU's 1998 seniors. Prizes awarded
every half-hour, live bands and more. This
evening is sponsored by Ihe University
Ambassadors and Student Alumni Association.

Habitat for Humanity "Box
City" ticket sales (10 a.m. - 2

p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Poster Sale
(10 a.m. - 5
p.m.)
Math-Science
UAO is sponsoring a poster sale
Including posters from
Titanic. Good Will
Hunting.v arlous
music artists,
etc.!

Murder Mystery Dinner Theatre (7 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
The Spaghetti Warehouse. 42 S. Superior St.,
Toledo. For more info, contact Ann Brady at 14191
353-2421,
"Beyond BG: A Senior
Celebration" (7 p.m. 10 p.m.)
Anderson Arena. This
year's event will include BGs
favorite vendors, a DJ. three live
bands and lots of fun! A new Nissan
Alllrre. grand prize in Ihe "Beyond BG raffle." will be given away! Admission to the
event fc free, and all are invited!

Early Music
Ensemble (12:30
p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Cen
ter. Free.
Introduction to Computers for BGSU

Personnel (1 p.m. - 4 p.m.)
Hayes Hall. Room 127. Designed specifically for BGSU personnel, this class will
familiarize you wilh the functionality provided by a networked computer. Learn basic
computer terminology, keyboarding. using
a mouse, printing a document and more.
Free. For more Information, call Continuing
Education. 372-8181.

Tuba-Euphonium Ensemble (8 p.m.)
B^an Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
Twilight, Los Angeles (8 p.m.)
E'a Marie Saint Tbealre. A collection of
monologues that examine the Issues of race
and prejudice In the context of Ihe 1992 Los
Angeles riots. Call 372-2719 for ticket Information

Aids Cut-off (4 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.)
Am,mi Room. Come and get your
hair cut by local stylists for only S5! (We ask
lhal you please come with clean hair.) All
proceeds go lo benefit David's House of
Toledo, which helps educate and support

Thursday Thrills is just that - just for
thrills. Please do not take it seriously.
We're trying to have a good time here.
Have a fun day!

OHIO Weather

TODAY'S
WEATHER

Thursday, April 23
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime condilions and high temperatures

Toledo ' 68°

Sunny

65

~Z
Cleveland | 64°1

Today:

High:
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Low:

41

Low:

45
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»

#

54°].
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|Youngslown|65°1

Friday:
Showers, sun
High: 65

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at
The University- We at The BG Newt consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of
our staff. Have a nice day.
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Vie Associated Press GraphtcaNet

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

NOW HIRING
Looking for a few outgoing
individuals! Summer availability a plus.
Applications available at Chi Chi^.

Mon-Sai 2-2:30 am
Sun 5-230 am

352-9951

Thursday
Morsel
Friday and Saturday
Jackie-0
f^N.
• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinbal

UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL IIHAIII

Denny Smith's BG Truck Accessories
1055 N. Mam ST. BG 352-2958
■gf^

.,-

♦BOXES

♦TAPE

^>>;f U-HAUL
cO»"g5oM^
RENTALS

LET US HELP YOU

-sr

* Trucks & Trailers
* OTHER MOVING SUPPLIES

* CALL US AND WE'LL PICK YOU UP
UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL UHAUL

You're closer to home
than you think
1-800 COLLECT
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Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966

WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
r

mm—

compiled from ataff and wire report*
Q STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Fall, summer editors selected
The University Student Board of Publications chose editors for each
of the five student publications Wednesday afternoon.
Darla Warnock . Junior journalism major from
North Canlon. was selected to remain Editor-inChief of The News for a second term She Identified
her major goals for fall as Improving .local content of
the dally publication and drawing in students from
all majors Into the newspaper.
"It is Important to bring in a strong and diverse
staff so that we are able to effectively cover all areas
of the University community." Warnock said. "The
Warnock
New* is in the middle of some major changes and I
am excited to have the opportunity to take it to the next level."
Sarah Bednarskl. a sophomore Journalism major
from Waterville. will fill the position of summer Editor of The Newi. She hopes to help the newspaper
make the transition into fall by building a solid staff
and concentrating on developing the skills of a
young staff
"I'm looking forward to leading the organization
over the summer and plan on making the weekly
edition ofuhe paper a great one," Bednarski said.
LynneHe Berkey and Tim Marshall were chosen
as co-editors of The Obsidian. Berkey Is a Junior Journalism major
from Sandusky. Marshall is a sophomore journalism major from
Youngslown. Both are looking to reach out to Ihe iiiiiliic-uliiir.il community In Bowling Green.
Mike Brandybeny. a freshman secondary education major from
Grafton. was chosen as Key yearbook editor. He plans to utilizes yearbook staff members and volunteers to make the publication wellrounded.
Natalie Miller, a junior Journalism major from Cleveland was chosen as Miscellany editor. She plans on developing a slrong team of
writers who focus on Issues relevant to University students.
Erika Daggetl. a sophomore Journalism major from Zenia. was
selected as Gaud editor. She plans on creating a well organized staff
to produce good stories Important to the Greek life.
Each editor will serve a one-semester term.
■ FORGIVING PRESIDENT

Fonda apologizes to the Carters
ATLANTA — Former President Jimmy Carter and wife Rosalynn
have forgiven Jane Fonda, and they're asking others to do the same.
Ms. Fonda Incurred Ihe wrath of the governor and other Georgians
when she recently described some parts of the state as a backwater.
"Having worked with her on issues of concern to Georgia's least fortunate, we know that she does not deserve ihe vituperative condemnation she has received." the Carters said in a letter In Wednesday's
Atlanta Journal-Constitution.
Ms. Fonda apologized for likening parts of Georgia to Third World
countries during remarks she made last week to a U.N. group in New
York. She said some people In Georgia were starving to death and living In tar-paper shacks with no indoor plumbing.
While some said Ms. Fonda was Just telling II like it is. Gov. Zell
Miller chastised her.
"Maybe the view from your penthouse apartment is not as clear as
It needs to be." Miller wrote, referring to the apartment atop CNN Center that the actress shares with husband Ted Turner.

■■H '

Young woman pleads guilty to
manslaughter in newborn's death
I hi-

ASMII

i.ilcil /Vr"

WILMINGTON. Del. — A young
woman charged along with her
high school sweetheart with murdering ihelr newborn al a molel fell
sobbing into her mother's arms
Wednesday before pleading guilty
lo manslaughter.
Amy Grossberg. 19. enlered Ihe
plea a month after her boyfriend.
Brian Pelerson. turned against
her.
Manslaughter carries a maximum of 10 years in prison. Under
sentencing guidelines. Grossberg
and Peterson could each get up to
2 1 /2 years.
Grossberg's voice cracked as
she answered Ihe Judge's ques
lions about her plea. Minutes
before the hearing began, she convulsed Into sobs In the embrace of
her mother, who stroked her hair.
Grossberg and Peterson. 19.
were both Initially charged with
first-degree murder, and prosecutors said they might seek the death
penalty after their baby was found
In November 1996 wrapped in
plastic in a trash bin behind the
molel In Newark where Grossberg
had given birth.
The stale medical examiner's
office said Ihe boy was born alive
at full term and died of skull fractures caused by blows and shaking.
Grossberg's lawyers would nol
say what prompted her guilty plea,
but Pelerson had pleaded guilty to
the same charge laSI month and
agreed lo testify against her at her
trial in May Peterson, according lo
his lawyers, believed the baby was
stillborn and put 11 In a plastic bag
In the trash after Grossberg yelled.
"Get rid of II! Get rid of il!"

Associate
Defense attorney Robert Tanenbaum, left, walks with Amy Grossberg,
center, and her mother, Sonya. Amy enlered a guilty plea in court
Wednesday.
and whispered to each other during their earl/ court appearances,
but later they wouldn't even look at
each other when It became apparent their lawyers were planning lo
blame the other side. Pelerson was
not In court Vednesday.

Last
month.
Grossberg's
lawyers asked thai polygraph
results showing she believed she
had a miscarriage be introduced
into evidence, indicaling that If anv
crime was committed. It was Peterson who did it.

Hospital under fire for posting 'no blacks' sign
The Associated Press
DETROIT — A hospilal has
come under fire after a nursing
supervisor, acting at the request of
a patient's family, posled a sign
Instructing black staffers lo stay
away from the 90 year-old while
man.
The City Council Is expected to
vote Thursday on a resolulion condemning Ihe incident "as a sorry
commentary on the current state
of race relations'' Activists also
planned lo picket Sinai Hospital.
"The patient should have been
told lhat Ihe despicable request
was out of the question." said Don

UPSTAIRS

Grossberg's lawyer.
Roberl
Tanenbaum. said Ihe young
woman lakes "full responslbllily"
for actions that led lo the Infant's
death.
"At no lime were there any
intentions lo hurt anyone or do
anything," he said. "She should
have never gone to the motel. They
had no plan. They were Iwo scared
teenagers who were In over I heir
heads."
Bolh remain free on $300,000
ball each iiniil their sentencing
July 9.
l*roserulor Paul Wallace said
Imprisonment is appropriate, bill
he did nol say what he would recommend.
"Amy Grossberg caused Ihe
death of her child by her action or
Inaction." he said. "II was caused
by her chilling indifference."
Grossberg and Peterson were
sweethearts from well-to-do Wyckoff. N.J. Al Ihe time of the baby's
death. Grossberg was a freshman
al Ihe University- of Delaware,
while Peterson was attending Gettysburg College In Pennsylvania.
They contended that they
believed the baby was stillborn and
that any injuries occurred when
the boy's body was put In the
ii.i-.li
On Wednesday. Tanenbaum
said that Grosslx-rg believed she
was only four or five months pregnant at the time of Ihe delivery.
Tanenbaum said she had a
seizure during Ihe delivery lhat
caused her blood pressure to shoot
up and endangered her and Ihe
infant. He said her mistake was in
not getting medical attention when
she knew she was pregnant.
The Iwo lovers had held hands

Cohen, director of the Michigan
chapler of the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nal B'rith.

"It really ought to be condemned by DMC as
horrible."

Relatives of the patient had said
he was senile and feared blacks,
and they asked lhat no black nurses, housekeeping staffers or other
employees be allowed inlo his
room. A nursing supe:visor posled
a message In a nurse's room April
14 asking that the family's wishes
be honored.

talion. Per his sister, this patient
was attacked bj a black man some
years ago, ,md they aren't sure
what to do."

"Until further notice, please
assign the palient ... to white staff
members." the note stated. "This is
per family requests in an attempt
to decrease his confusion and agl-

The Detroit Medical Center,
which runs lh« hospilal. said Ihe
patient's request was never honored, and il apologized for the
action. The hoipltal said Ihe note

Sheila Cockrel
sponsor o( resolution to condemn the hospilal
was removed after a day.
To be told thai the DMC has
characterized what has occurred
as a mistake is nol going far
enough.'' said
Councilwoman
Sheila Cockrel. sponsor of the resolution condemning the hospilal.
"It really ought to be condemned
by DMC as horrible.

FALL 998 LEASING AVAILABLE!

^ The Ark
Band
RBBGAE

Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

WEDNESDAY
Jazz Night

352-0717

Hours:
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday
Bowling Green
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
OHIO
Saturday
43402
GREENBRIAR, INC. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m

STEAK HOUSE

19 and Over
Every Night

V7
ElTABLISHED
163 South Main Street

19 5 1

Bowling Green - 352 2595

HURRY FOR A NI.W APARTMtNT IN THE I Al 1

^^

*****

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Don't forget this weekend's

SPRING BiowodT!!!
Saturday, April 25th
1:00pm - 3:00pm
Memorial Hall Lawn (off Ridge St.)*
•Rain site is the Honor's Center under Kreischer Quad

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster1 for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

tti
fOUal HOlWlNC
OMOHru.ilr

354-2260
John Newlove Rear Estate 319 E. Wooster
I

(across frpm Taco Bell)
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Holocaust Remembrance Day
marked bv penny collection
□ Activists recount the
tale of their wartime
meeting.
The Asstxijted Press
SPRINGFIELD. N.J. — Norman
Salsitz met his wlfe-lo-be In early
1945. He had come lo kill her.
Am.ill.' Pelranker. a Polish Jew
masquerading as a Christian lo
slay alive, was working for a German business (hal had planted
mines throughout Krakow. Poland.
The Germans planned to blow up
the city before Soviet forces
arrived.
Salsitz. also a Polish Jew passing as a Christian, was a member
of a Soviet-controlled Polish resistance group. He had been ordered
to obtain the plans for the mines
and then kill the person who supplied them.
Petranker looked at Salsitz and
thought he might be Jewish. She
tried to prove that she was. too. by
reciting the prayer Kol Nldre In
Hebrew. Suspicious that she might

be a German who had learned
Hebrew. Salsitz asked her when
Jews observe Kol Nldre — the eve
of Yom Klppur.
She answered correctly. And
then, eyes filling with tears, she
pointed a finger at him.
"She said. "You? You? You
too?."' Salsitz recalled. "I said. Yes.
I too."
They married later that year.
Fifty-three years laler. Salsitz. a
semi-retired developer, has writlen
two books, one with his 75-yearold wife, and testified on video at
the Holocaust Memorial Museum
In Washington.
' I tell and I tell and I write and I
speak." says Salsitz. 77. "We
shouldn't let people forget."
His latest project Is the collection of 6 million pennies — one for
each Jew killed by the Nazis. He
began the collection in January
and had hoped to raise the
S60.000 by today. Holocaust
Remembrance Day. but so far has
come up with only SI 1.000.
He plans to give the money lo
the New York-based Jewish Foun-

dation for the Righteous, which
pays 1.400 monthly stipends to
Christians or Muslims in 26 countries who rescued Jews from
death.
By posing as a non-Jew during
the war. Salsitz was able lo rise
through the ranks of the Polish
resistance. The Poles, he says,
always thought that Jews had
dark, sad eyes. His eyes are light
blue.
"I survived because I did not
have a sad face." he says.
Twenty-one members of Salsltzs immediate family were shot
In raids or died in concentration
camps. His wife was the only member of her family to survive In
Poland. She lost her parents, her
sister, cousins, nieces ,and
nephews.
"God wanted me to live." she
says, "to bear witness and to tell
the world what happened to my
brothers and sisters."
Salsitz can still hear his fathers
screams the day the older man was
shot in front of an outhouse In his
village of Kolbuszowa. Poland.

"Revenge! Revenge! Revenge!
Take revenge!" his falher shouted.
Salsitz watched from an attic window as officers fired five more
limes until his father slopped
shouting.
Later, as a soldier. Salsitz was
able to lake some revenge. He
won't say how many people he
killed, but "maybe now. I look
back. I didn't take revenge
enough."
The couple arrived In New York
In 1947. She became a Hebrew
teacher and he became a peddler.
Two years laler. they moved to
Springfield. Just outside Newark,
and Salsitz eventually became a
developer. They have a 42-year-old
daughter and three grandsons,
and have traveled the world.
Salsitz. though, still wakes lo
his father's screams. His wife says
she can't laugh.
She remembers a lime she was
a teen-ager and Ihe Geslapo
accused her of being a Jew. They
told her to run. and she thought
Ihey would shoot her in Ihe back
or send dogs lo rip her lo shreds

Associated Press photo
Or Yakoel, 9, places paper butterflies on the ground outside Chabad
Academy in Myrtle Beach, S.C. The butterflies represent the 1.2 million children killed in the Holocaust.

THE BG NEWS WANTS YOU!
Come fill out an application!
210 West Hall

Senior celebration to take off in Anderson
The BC News

"Beyond BG: A Senior's Celebration" Is set lo take place tonlghl in
Anderson Arena.
Michelle
Kim.
University
Ambassador and senior MIS major,
said the event is a "big graduation
party" for the entire campus. She
said every senior, undergraduate
and faculty and staff member Is

Invited to attend.
The Arena will be set up like a
mock downtown Bowling Green.
Kim said. She said ptzza and sub
vendors will be on hand with free
food. In addition, there will be a
food-tasting contest In which contestants will vole for the best food
items found in BC.
Kim said the Outstanding

CUT
Continued from page one.
volunteer for Cut-Off Day.
The S5 includes a haircut and
styling by a local stylist. Hobe said.
Each student musl have clean
hair, bul it may be dry because
the stylists will have spray bottles.
Those who wish to have his or her
hair cut will have lo wait in line
and are given a colored card telling
when they are to go next.
The cut will be professionally
done, but a student does not have
lo pay as much money." Hobe said.
"Plus the money is going for a good
cause."

QOnAGS
1SfohtAM\1>0to(X
Alternative Clotnino • Spring Weai

• Beooea/Hemp Jewelry • Imported
Clgors • Clove Cigarettes • Incense •
Unique Candles • Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200. Tees • Potctiwork
Pants • He* Gutter (gold h slver) ft
others • Body Purifiers (100%

Some local beauty salons participating In Ihe event are Mirage
Beauty Salon. Carousel Hair Studio. Ihe Hair Gallery and Fiesta
Hair and Tanning Salon.
Pegg Sockman. a hair stylist
and nail technician at the Hair
Gallery, is volunteering her time to
cut students' hair. She used to volunteer at David's House and
knows first-hand what the people
there need.
This is a good way for the community to get Involved and spread
the word about David's House of
Compassion." Sockman said.

Senior Award and the winner of
the giveaway car will be
announced. She said while the car
can only be won by a graduating
senior, other prizes are available to
undergraduates — including six
monlhs free rent in a furnished
apart menl from Newlove Real
Estate.
Kim said other booths will be

set up for graduating seniors to
help them with future needs. She
said insurance companies and
loan repayment information will be
made available.
The keynote speaker for the
event will be Sandra HumbleJohnson, a University English professor.
The even! begins at 7 p.m.

Faculty, Staff, and Students

Stop monkeying around!
RE Management still has apartments available for
Fall 1998. Stop in and check out our listings.

Receive 10% off your total order
when you present your BGSU ID.

Campus Manor
615 Second St.
701 Fourth St.
640 Eighth St.

GOOD ALL YEAR

315 N. Main St.
825 Third St.
841 Eighth St.
313 N. Main
138 1/2 N. Main

317 N. Main
733 Mam ilie
755 Manville
777 Manville

113 Railroad St.
352-9302
(next to Kinko's)
Mon-Fri 8-5 Sat 8-12

1027 N. Main 352-4178

Great Food & Ice Cream

iMMillMMMMi $§pp':"'^?^f^

v.i&*w-r:<

WHY HAUL IT HOME

Summer Storage Available
24 Hour Access
For More Information
Call (419) 352-1520

guorontee) • Halt Coloring

Iwi RINT VTOfOS • lorgest Collection ol
Spomsn videos • Hundred! of
Children's videos • Comedy

445 E. Woostor
(At rh* railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

FOR SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT.

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF BG'S BEST
APARTMENTS!

Work 10 to 20 hrs./wk. with Power
Macs, XPross. Illustrator, Photoshop,
ad/publicatton design, scanning...
and still have Hmt far clc

Units available
for summer at the
following locations:

INTERESTED? Send a summary of your background to:
Production Mgr./Student Publications 204 West Hall or
e-mail (text file only) to: dstutes©bgnet.bgsu.edu
by Wednesday, April 29

* 702 1/2 E. Wooster
2 bdrm. duplex
$800 for ENTIRE
summer lease

BG NEWS PRODUCTION DEPT.

Units for fall

available at the
following locations:
• 710-730 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, patios,
central air, roomy.
Free water & sewer.
• 850 Scott Hamilton
2 bdrm. units, very
spacious, new carpet,
paint, linoleum.
Free water & sewer.
• 836-836 1/2 Scott
Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex.
$500/mo. plus utilities.

Call Matt at:
352-4380 for more
information.

Wa'va mad* some BIO changes.

BGSU SOFTBALL
VS.

Central
Michigan
(DoiibU'heailer)

FRIDAY
2:00
Softball
Field

HOME OF THE READY-TO-WEAR MEAL

.
DORR

STREET.

LASKEY

ROAD

AND

BOWLING

GREEN

,M

Students admitted FREE with valid J3GSU ID
\
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Scune old Antonio
endures rocky
rookie season
His wallet is a little thicker,
his Jewelry is a little heavier
and he sat the bench more last
season with Vancouver than he
might have liked.
But he's still the same old
Antonio Daniels, smiling and
signing autographs for children and cracking jokes.
"I'm the same person. I just
have more money," Daniels
told a crowd of about 300
Tuesday in Olscamp Hall.
Daniels is a long way - physically and mentally - from his
glory days at Bowling Green.
He played for BG from
1994-97, leading the Falcons to
a Mid-American Conference
championship. Daniels is the
second-leading scorer in BG
history.
Now he has his own agent,
his own financial advisor and
his own live-in cook. His lifelong friend Colin Bryant is a
constant companion, doing
everything from screening out
unsavory characters from
Daniels' life to ordering takeout for supper.
Daniels says he has "the best
job in the world." He just
completed a turbulent rookie
season with Vancouver, starting almost as many games at
point guard as he was benched.
He says he learned a lot of
things.
He also realized he's got a
long way to go to become the
complete NBA player he's always dreamed about.
"My biggest goal is not to be
average," Daniels said when
asked about his goals for next
season. "One thing about my
game is that I've always come
into a situation and not excelled right away. It takes me
time."
Daniels admitted that he had
trouble finding any consistency with his shot this
season. He shot 41.6 percent
this season, including just 212
percent of his 3-point shots.
Refining his shot is the top
priority for Daniels' offseason,
along with getting physically
stronger.
"It's the most important
summer of my basketball
life," Daniels said Tuesday.
Inconsistent shooting
plagued Daniels his first few
years at BG. He won the MidAmerican Conference rookie
of the year award in 1993-94,
but was otherwise a low-key
MAC player his first three

BG opens tourney with Toledo
□ The Falcon men's
tennis team faces the
Rockets in the MAC
quarterfinals today in
Muncie, Ind.
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News

seasons. He blossomed by his
senior year, however, and emerged to become the fourth
overall pick in the 1997 NBA
Draft.
He loves Vancouver, although he bemoans the Canadian taxes. He has a lot of respect for Grizzlies coach Brian
Hill, even if Hill sat him for
several games mid-season, "to
teach me my lesson," Daniels
says.
He still misses his brother,
Chris, who died tragically
while he was a senior at the
University of Dayton in February, 1996. Daniels said
Tuesday that he cried during
his sister's wedding this year
because he wished his brother
could be there to share in the
moment.
He could care less with the
Vancouver media, which he
began to ignore midway
through this season after becoming fed up with the constant criticism.
He loves the NBA life, although he admits he got burnt
out about midway through the
82-game schedule. He loves
the NBA nightlife even more,
although he left the audience
dangling by leaving out details. He did say that it's tough
leaving his mother in his
native Columbus, but having
mom across the continent allows him "to have fun."
He hopes the NBA players
don't get locked out this summer, although rumors are flying. He says he adores the city
of Vancouver and its fans, but
won't commit to a long career
in that city and admits that,
come free agency, he will
probably end up with whoever
dangles the most money.
He doesn't like what Latrell
Sprewell did to P.J. Carleslmo.
He thinks the commotion
• See BROWN, page eight.

DIXIE
DRIVING RANGE
c<<,
y**^^ 19001 North Dixie Hwy.
(2 miles North of B.Q.)
Bowling Green, OH

Chippfng Green - Putting Green - Sand Trap (
Open 7 days a week - 8 a.m. 'til Dark
I I
Lessons - Club Repair & Fitting

The confidence is there for the
Bowling Green men's tennis
team heading into the MidAmerican Conference tournament. Despite a disappointing
ending to a strong regular
season, the Falcons feel they
have as good a chance as anyone
to win.
BG will open the tournament
with a match against Toledo in
this afternoon's quarterfinal
round at Ball State. The match is
scheduled to start at 1 p.m.
Should the Falcons make it past
the Rockets, BG will play in the
semifinals Friday. The championship game follows Saturday.
The Falcons are the third seed
in the eight-team tournament.
Ball State is the top seed and
Western Michigan is No. 2.
Going into the final week of the
regular season, BG, Ball State
and Western were all tied with
5-0 records. Both the Cardinals
and the Broncos beat the Falcons
in BG, and Ball State beat
Western to clinch the top seed.

Despite losing to Ball State and
Western, the Falcons were encouraged by last weekend.
"I think last weekend proved
we could win it," Matt Wiles said.
"Even though we lost, it will help
us that we played those two
matches."
In the Falcons' previous match
against Toledo, BG shut out the
Rockets 7-0 In the conference
opener. In the weeks since the
March 27 match, the Rockets
have gone 2-5 in their MAC
schedule. Toledo finished the
regular season in sixth place.
The Rockets are coming off
one of their two wins, though, as
the they beat Eastern Michigan
6-1 last week, breaking a fourmatch losing streak. If BG makes
It past Toledo, the Falcons will
face the winner of the Western
Michigan-Akron match.
"We'll probably play Western
in the serais," BG's Milan Ilak
said. "I think we'll be more hungry for it after they beat us 4-3
In a tight one."
The Falcons will start their
normal lineup. Radu Bartan, Ptak
and Wiles are expected to be
BG's top three singles players.
Ryan Gabel, Dave Anderton and Ryan Gabel and the Falcons face
quarterfinals.
Brandon Gabel round it out.
The Falcons expect to be dominant in doubles play. BG's top doubles will be Wiles and Ptak.
"I think that we feel pretty
doubles team Is Bartan and Ryan
Gabel. At No. 2 doubles is Ander- good," BG coach Jay Harris said.
ton and Brandon Gabel and No. 3 "Each moment instead of worry-

The Associated Press
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. NCAA athletes on Wednesday
won the right to hold part-time
jobs, a ruling that might signal a
new relationship between bigtime college programs and the
players who generate millions of
dollars for them.
Many coaches and administrators worry that the decision will
encourage booster groups and
possibly bring a a new wave of
cheating - athletes being paid for
work they never did.
But others, including Bridgit
Niland, head of the NCAA's student-athlete advisory committee,
lauded the move by the college
presidents, who hold power
under the NCAA's new structure.
"They really did consider the
welfare of the student-athlete instead of just saying they were,"
Niland told The Associated
Press.

Final approval for the
measure, adopted during the
NCAA's 1997 convention but suspended for a year, was made by
the NCAA's board of directors, a
group of college presidents,
meeting in Indianapolis.
Starting this August, Division I
athletes who have been enrolled
for one year will be able to earn
up to $2,000 a year. They can
work while their sport is in
season, and the jobs can be arranged by the athletic department or boosters.
Significantly, the jobs also can
be with the school's recreation
department, provided its budget
is separate from the athletic department's budget.
Niland said she doubts most
athletes will seek jobs.
"There are too many time demands on these kids," she said.
"The only time the abuse is going
to happen is when it's facilitated
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An Zve+uwj. WtiU Ike StoU
A semi-formal dance sponsored by
the Honors Student Association.
Date: Friday, April 24, 1998
Time: 7:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Place: St. Thomas More Gymnasium
425 Thurstin
Ticket* are $5.00 per person, buraarable. They are available
in the Honor. Office, 104 University Hall.
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NOW LEASING FOR FALL 98

by a coach or an athletic director."
Another concern is that highly
sought recruits will expect
coaches to guarantee jobs. And
still another is that athletes may
spend time working instead of
studying, and let their grades
slump.
"It's going to be a disaster,"
Kansas State basketball coach
Tom Asbury said.
David Berst, head of the
NCAA's enforcement department, said he was not bracing for
a repeat of the widespread cheating that occurred before boosters
were barred from recruiting.
"Boosters are willing to follow
the Instructions of coaches," he
said. "And the abuses that we all
remember were often the result
of the coaches and others who
winked at the notion that the
boosters should avoid violations."

2 Person Rate Available
$550/month Limited time only
For:
Ridge Manor Apartments
(519 Ridge Street)
2 Bedroom, Furnished townhouses
Close to campus
Buff Apartments
(1470& 1490 Clough St.)
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Furnished, A/C

sin Couch Dances M Tti Noon to 7pm
Friday
Niqht of
Manaqe a
Triosj

*■ UN It*Mai
Opes to PuMk '
Monday

■ I.

•
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HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
130F-Wi»hinponStrai.Bowl^G«m,Ohio

Jay-Mar Apia. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building. A/C. Gas heat, Start at

$510/mo. 12-mo lease.
Call 354-0036 for a showing.
Additional Silas to Choose from:

LIBERTY STREET
SUMMIT HILL .

Tuesday

Mid Am Management
641 Third St Apt 4 BG
3524380

Hours:

Monday - Friday
9a.m. - 5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

354-6036

Theme
Sets

CALL NOW!!!

352-0717

The Highland!- Graduate
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. ArC, Quiet!
From $410'mo For more into, call

Sunday

-2 blocks from campus
-Central Air
-Spacious 2 bedroom apartments
-New carpet, linoleum, and paint!

m

GJHIHH1AH. INC

419 354-6036

Couples
Niqht
Amateur
Wet
T-ShirL
Contest

Many coaches resent not being
represented on the committee
that worked with the NCAA's
management council and board
of directors in making the decision.
Niland, a committee member,
said the proposal was recommended "only reluctantly" last
week by the athletic administrators who make up the management council.
"Division I athletics has become so much of a business and
there's so much money at stake,
the coaches and athletic directors can't look at them as studentathletes - the presidents can,"
Niland said.
"This philosophically sounds
good to the presidents, but It's
the coaches who will get fired," a
basketball coach who asked not
to be identified told a recent
meeting of the National Association of Basketball Coaches.

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE

J 2 at a tin
{fantasy nij
Saturday1

Furnished or Unfurnished
apartments available at
CHARLESTOWN APTS. &
ASHDON ESTATES
710, 730, 860 Scott Hamilton

836 Scott Hamilton
2 bedroom duplex
500/mo. plus utilities
Great house! You must
see this property!

ing about losing and winning, it Is
to go point by point. We won't
worry about the consequences
until we get there."

Athletes granted right to hold jobs

Drinks and hors d'oeuvres will be served.

Call Rusty Kietfer at 419- 353-1420

BG Ncw» Photo by Jaion Bowen

Toledo this afternoon in the MAC

2 for 1
Specials

&

We'll take care of you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

after 7pm
[ Wednesday

I Amateur^
Contes
UtoOtotadtomo o

HlGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

Thursday, April 23, 1998
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NBA Playoffs:
Another Bull run
or a new champ?
By BRYAN BRITTON
For The BC News
The NBA regular season came
to a close Sunday, triggering the
start of a whole new season: the
1998 NBA Playoffs. The New
Jersey Nets were the the last
team to qualify for the playoffs
with a 114-101 victory over the
visiting Detroit Pistons Sunday.
As a reward, the Nets will face
the reigning NBA Champion Chicago Bulls in a five-game series
that tips off tomorrow In Chicago.
This year will be the first time
In a long time when a number of
different teams can win the
championship, and many
sleepers could awaken. This Is all
because the Bulls looked vulnerable and even beatable this year.
This could be due to All-Star
Scottie Pippen's absence for the
first few months of the season. It
could also signify that other
teams are getting stronger while
the Bulls are getting older.
In the Eastern Conference, the
Miami Heat will take on their divisional rival New York Knicks,
without the ominous presence
of Patrick Ewing in the paint.
This will allow Alonzo Mourning
to roam free in the middle at both
ends and create numerous problems for New York.
Coach Pat Riley of the Heat is a
proven playoff and championship coach, and with the likes of
Tim Hardaway, "Zo" and the
tough Miami defense, the Heat
should have no trouble winning
In four games.
Another matchup In the East
that will be very intriguing is
that of the third-seeded Indiana
Pacers, and the sixth-seeded
Cleveland Cavaliers. The two
teams split four games, and this
series will hinge on the foot of
RickSmits.
With or without Smlts, Indiana
will have a difficult time defend-

FALL 1998
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Surgery ends
Shark's season
The Associated Press

ing Shawn Kemp and Zydrunas
Ilgauskas in the middle for
Cleveland. Kemp is ready to explode and the playoffs are the
perfect environment for him to
do so. The Cavs will also need
good shooting performances
from Wesley Person and Derek
Anderson, while point guard
Brevin Knight controls the tempo.
The young Cavs should run the
veteran Pacers up and down the
court and win in front of their
home crowd in four games.
Another Eastern Conference
matchup has the Atlanta Hawks
Invading the Hive in Charlotte.
Atlanta owned the Hornets this
season and unless someone in
Charlotte steps up to help Glen
Rice shoulder the scoring load,
the playoffs will be no different.
With Dikembe Mutumbo controlling the paint at both ends of
the court, the emergence of Alan
Henderson at power forward and
pesky Mookie Blaylock will be
too much for the one-dimensional
Hornets. The Hawks take this series in a sweep, even without a
mention of Steve Smith.
The final matchup in the East
has the Bulls taking on upstart
New Jersey. The Nets have a lot
of talent and many scorers, but
lack the important playoff credential to win - experience.
Experience is something Chicago has so much of that they
could sell it on Wall Street as
stock. The Bulls should have no
problem with the young Nets,
and may be playing their final
playoffs as a group, giving them
extra incentive to win it one last
time. The Bulls will win in four
games.
In the Western Conference
there are three, possibly four,
teams that will make a hard push
to get to the finals. The first matchup out west has veterans Karl
Malone and Charles Barkley
muscling against each other.
Both are In search of that elusive

The disarming smile, shaggy
blonde hair and aggressive flair
of Greg Norman is gone from
golf for the first time In more
than 20 years after arthroscopic
surgery to repair his damaged
left shoulder.
And while the 43-year-old Australian Is out for the rest of the
PGA Tour season, including the
U.S. Open, British Open and PGA
Championship, it could have been
worse if not for a relatively new
procedure.
"There were a number of problems, including bone spurs and
damage to the lining of the Joint,
and this Is unique," Dr. Richard
Hawkins said by telephone
Wednesday after operating on
Norman at the Steadman Hawkins Sports Medicine Foundation
in Vail, Colo.
But it was one particular problem that forced Norman to face a
six-month rehabilitation process
before returning to competition:
The ball of his shoulder was sliding in the socket.
"Posterior Instability In an athlete is unusual, and In a golfer it's

some concern because the ball Is
sliding backward In the socket,"
Hawkins said. "We used lasers
and heat to shrink it down and try
to create some stability. This is a
new procedure and without it we
would have had to cut Into the
shoulder."
Hawkins said that if not for the
posterior instability, Norman's
rehabilitation time would have
been cut In half.
"It makes you nervous operating on guys of this level," Hawkins said. "It doesn't always
work. Hopefully this will."
Hawkins said Norman's rigorous workout regimen likely
lessened his problems and makes
him a perfect candidate for rehabilitation.
This will be the first year since
1980 that Norman, winner of 74
official events worldwide, including the British Open in 1986
and "93, has not played in at least
three of the four major championships.
And with only 19 competitive
rounds, It will be his lightest year
since turning pro In 1976.
Norman has played only three
times on the U.S. tour this year.

Poster
Associated Prvit. ph«U

Karl Malone and the Utah jazz are aiming to end the championship
run of the Chicago Bulls as the 1998 NBA Playoffs tip-off tonight.
championship ring that has escaped them throughout their careers.
The Rockets are old but scary.
This should be a good series with
the possibility of going three
games in a sweep to Utah, or last
five arduous games and go either
way. The "Mailman" is on a
championship mission this year
and I see Utah sweeping the
Rockets away.

In the second round then, the
Jazz would get the winner of the
next matchup, Phoenix vs. San
Antonio. Both teams had tremendous seasons, but the difference
is that the Suns can go 10 deep,
whereas the Spurs really only
have two players. As good as David Robinson and Tim Duncan
are, and as much as they carried
• See TOURNEY, page eight.

Wednesday, April 22
through Friday, April 24
10:00am-5:00pm
Math/Science Building

Titanic
Good Will
Hunting
Music Posters,
and much
more!

Questions? Call 372-7164

STUDENT FILMS

7
Term papersfJUe?

Mercer Manor
Apartments
One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
•Microwaves

m

GMINMUAft, INC

352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
Hours:
Monday-Friday
9 «.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
9a.m.-1 p.m.

Thursday, April 30 Gish Film Theater
In Hanna Hall 9:00
Drop off film submissions at 330 Student
Activities Office.
HEEEEEOHI 16mm or MIS

iTn'TTrenrr

Questions? Call 372-7164

Kinko's is here to make your life easier.
uNlVERSITY

SERV/CE STVvr

Let us help you add impact to your project with color
or access the Internet for research.

K & G Marathon
405 E. Wooster - Across from Taco Bell
352-1688
AAA TOWING SERVICE 24 HRS.
FREE Safety Inspection
Call lor appointment

Thurs. • Sat. Now Open 24hrs.

i r*
Buy one, get one FREE
self-service color copies
■pcpta mm mci Mf-a«vp cola* oapy MM ypp pa-tppM m Mar copy
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•tat protatM by Urn No coin Mot Off* MM at pacttclpotWip, KMra'i location, only Subytcl to avMaMWy,

JAAC044I

Rent one hour,
get one hour FREE
Internet access
Bap. an*. IM)M » pttJaMa* hdMaa aaattaMr" aM
. aop»n iiiiapatlliaa. Coupon -w a. |t»tia»d at tat of
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anty. Vtact to aMIabWy

Bowling Green, OH
115 Railroad St. • 354-3977

Bowling Green, OH
115 Railroad St. • 354-3977

kinko's'

kinko's
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TOURNEY

with Vin Baker, Gary Payton and
Detlef Schrepf. Dale Ellis will be
back for the playoffs and the X
factor is George Karl, in the last
year of his contract. Karl has
something to prove -- so watch
out.
In the Eastern Conference finals, look for the Bulls to beat out
the Cavs, while the Jazz cruise
past the Sonics in the West. And
in the rematch of last year's
final, the Jazz will end the run of
the Bulls and become the 1998
NBA champions.

company should win in four
games, but do not be surprised if
the underrated Blazers pull an
upset and win this series.
The Seattle Sonics will face the
young Minnesota Timberwolves.
This series will be swept away in
a hurry by the Sonics. The Sonics, like the Suns, are deep, and
create many matchup problems

Continued from page seven.

the Spurs all season, they are not
enough to defeat the Suns. Thus,
the Suns win In five games.
There is a surplus of talent in
Los Angeles - especially on the
court. The Lakers should handle
Portland, but this could end up
being a tight series. Shaq and

Acoustic Quitar >\rtist

Thursday, April 23, 1998

BROWN
Continued from page six.

about Kobe Bryant turning down
Karl Malone's pick at the all-star
game is ridiculous. He thinks the
many NBA players who smoke
marijuana have made a wrong
choice.
Yep, it's the same old Antonio.
After answering questions for 90
minutes, Daniels hung around
Olscamp afterward to sign autographs and talk with old BG buddies.
Here's hoping he stays that
way.

DON'T FORGET

Friday, April 24
6:00pm
Silver River Cafe
FREE!

COMPLETE THE ACADEMIC
ADVISING SURVEY ON THE
WEB AND BE ELIGIBLE FOR A
DRAWING $300 GIFT CERTIFICATE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Questions? Call 372-7164
http://www.
bgsu.edu/offices/
advising/survey
MCHAH. GUIEZIAN

Duncan, Hardaway added to World Championship team
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. - Tim Duncan, the San Antonio
Spurs' rookie center, and Miami's Tim Hardaway were added to
the U.S. basketball team on Wednesday, completing the 12-member unit that will represent the United States at the World Championship In Greece this summer.
The first 10 members of the team were announced Oct. 30.
They are Vin Baker and Gary Payton of the Seattle SuperSonics; Terrell Brandon of the Milwaukee Bucks; Kevin Garnett and
Tom Gugl iotta of the Minnesota Timberwolves; Grant Hill of the
Detroit Pistons; Allan Houston of the New York Knicks; Christian Laettner of the Atlanta Hawks; Glen Rice of the Charlotte
Hornets and Chris Webber of the Washington Wizards.

WNBA expands
NEW YORK - The WNBA will expand to Orlando and Minnesota in 1999, bringing the league to 12 teams.
The addition of the two teams is conditional on the sale of S.000
season tickets by Sept. 1, league president Val Ackerman announced today.
The 10-team WNBA, owned and operated by the NBA, begins
its second season on June 11 with new franchises in Detroit and
Washington.
In 1999, the WNBA's Eastern Conference will be made up of
the Charlotte Sting, the Cleveland Rockers, the New York Liberty, the Washington Mystics, the Detroit Shock and the Orlando
franchise. The Western Conference will have the Houston
Comets, Los Angeles Sparks, the Phoenix Mercury, the Sacramento Monarchs, the Utah Starzz and the Minnesota franchise.
Nicknames and logos are expected to be announced in a few
months.
The rival ABL this year announced that it was expanding to
Chicago and Nashville, with both franchises starting play In
November for the league's third season.
compiled from wire reports

ANNIVERSARY
SALE

IWINTHROP TERRACE APTS

JCPENNEY EXCLUSIVE BRANDS

Apartments for Fall 96

**■'■■■"<
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During our slorewide Anniversary Sale, lake advantage of these savings offers on

REDEEM THESE COUPONS APRIL 19-24 FOR 30% OFF
several of our most-popular labels.

inStafford* Collection

New Moves*
girls* apparel * shoes * accessories

■ i

I

men's clothlnj • shoes • accessories

! 30 off 1 J ! 30 off *m ■
%

one regular-priced item I

Wjgjfm

I*te***,atmX?wm, tatcm a am* 9* amt 01 mo m *<mK n Km* a II I

• I & 2 Bedrooms
• Furnished and Unfurnished
• 3 Great Locations
• Gas Heat & Gas Cooking incl.
• Swimming Pools
• Campus Shuttle
sun 12-3
1400 Napoleon Road 352-9155 lion.- Fri. 9-6 Sot. 10-2

one regular-priced itemT^Bp»S^^
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Sports Briefs

■•PKMaiatttiik

JCPenney jss&i ■

JCPenney

eo&j

St. John's
lohn's Rav*
Bay* Collection

Arizona Jean Co.* Collection

men's and women's apparel • shoe» • accessories

family apparel • shoes • accessories

YOU CAN GET LUCKY!!
Be at the Beyond BG Senior Celebration
to win!
lo win the prim that you
bought your Senior

!' 30%off

! 30%off

Challenge tickets for, you
must be at the Beyond BG
Senior Celebration.

one regular-priced Item

I one regular-priced item
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The party runs Irom 7pm-

I
I
"
a

10pm, April 23 at Anderson
Arena. There will be food
from downtown restaurants,
music from 3 bands,
plus a senior will drive away

USA Olympic BrandI Collectjon ■ '

JCPenney Home Collection

family athletic apparel

bed and bath coordinates

%

%

' 30 off

j J 30 off

one regular-priced ite

one regular-priced item

with a new Nissan Artima
and many students will win
other prizes.

Make sure you get lucky and be at the
Beyond BG Senior Celebration!!!!
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Worthington* Collection

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

women's apparel • shoes • accessories • hosiery

%

30 off 0£

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
3 bedroom/ 2 baths, Furnished, Close to Campus

one regular-priced Item™

-^__
OFF

$25 o,

I •" «•■«•• MOMII

JCPenney

Good Only Al l
Woodland Han

JCPenney'
i

LOVE

YOUR

224 E. Wooster GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
Bowling Green,
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
OH 43402
Saturday 9am-1pm

STYLE-

JOtoray
•ItM. J.C. Par**, Coiwt. M.

Total Rent per Month
"Limited time, Hurry!!!!

Good Only At Woodland Mall

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

* BGSU's Weekly Entertainment Section *
Why I hate
The Simpsons'
In matters of art. consistency is important.
For actors, musicians and
painters, being good artistically on a day-to-day basis is a
daunting task. Unfortunately,
many people are not up to it.
This principle applies especially to television shows.
"Murphy Brown" petered on its
last few years, an embarrassing shell of its former self. The
only bright spot Is "Seinfeld,"
whose creator wisely decided
to leave the room while laughs
were still big.
But most sad of all. this
applies to one of the funniest,
best and most influential television series in broadcast history. "The Simpsons."
I remember vividly the 'first
"Simpsons" episode, broadcast
January 14. 1990. I had been
a big fan of creator Matt
Groening before, and I still
somewhat nerdtshry pride
myself that 1 watched and
loved "The Tracy UUman
Show" on Fox. where The
Simpsons" were first shown as
30-second shorts.
I also went on to obsessively tape and re-watch the
shows throughout my Junior
high and high school years.
There was simply nothing else
like it on TV. It was fresh,
inventive and most of all. wildly funny. The characters were
multi-dimensional, with real
problems, real jobs and real
worries amidst all the cartoon
nonsense.
But something happened.
Along the way. The Simpsons"
lost its course. Now in its
ninth season, the show has
become stagnant. The plot
lines run thin and idiotic,
much like typical low-grade
sitcoms. The characters have
become nothing but stereotypes.
In the beginning Homer was
a regular blue-collar guy. Now
his stupidity seems to be the
benchmark of the series. Not a
show goes by where we don't
hear the old "D'oh" trotted out
to the young adults and children who are now The
Simpsons" biggest audience.
Bart has just turned into
another cardboard brat. And
the plot lines are the worst of
all.
The writers seem to be
thinking solely of one more situation where Homer can say
something moronic and burp.
Marge can ac i like a wifely
doormat. Bart can do something befitting of a juvenile
delinquent and Lisa can somehow be the only one above it
all. dispensing bon mots of
wisdom.
The main problem Is that
the creators and writers are
Just resting on their laurels.
Instead of coming up with new
character foibles, they go back
to the trustworthy ones. In a
sense, they've been watching
themselves too much.
They have responded to the
hundreds of thousands of high
school and college students
who watch The Simpsons" on
syndicated television. They
have lost the vital sense of
wonder and excitement needed
for continuing artistic decency.
Finally, the satire, once an
all-powerful force on this show
of shows, has become a mockery of Itself, which mutates
into mediocrity.

Radiohead, Fat and
Bowling Green's own lOwatt
get reviewed in this week's
Sound Parade

MUSIC REVIEWS
►> N-2

Art exhibitions
still on display
Graduate and
undergraduate student thesis exhibitions are on display
through May 5 In the
Dorothy Uber Bryan
and Willard Wankelman
Galleries of the BGSU Fine Arts
Center. Hours are 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday
and 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday. And

W"
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□ NOW offers a
review of the Theatre
Department's last production of the year.
Tfie BGSU
Theatre
Department
will close out its
1997-98 season
with Twilight-Los Angeles,
1992" this weekend at this
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
The play is a brutally honest look into the Los Angeles
community before, during and
after the Rodney King riots.
I can honestly say that this
is the best performance that I
have seen at the University.
Director Yvonne Singh has
developed a show that is as
probing as It is haunUng.
Adopted from Anna
Deveare Smith's
monologue showcase of the same
name. "Twilight"
weaves together a
top notch cast and
a multimedia showcase for an experience that should
leave the audience
shell-shocked.
Late comers to
the theater will enter to blaring Hispanic music, one of
many devices used by sound
designer Brian Ratliff to set
the mood for the play. As a
point of advice before going to
the show, learn the lyrics to
"California Dreamin"." You'll
know why when the play
starts.
After a prologue in which
various images of American
life are depicted, the cast
plunges headlong into a'
diverse set of roles that range
from Black acUvlsts to Korean
businedb owners to stuck-up
real estate agents. The variety
is intended to give an overview
of every attitude present during the riots.
The cast's performance in
this producUon is phenomenal. Challenged with a range
of accents, dialects (and even
two foreign languages), the
group comes through with flying colors. While the ensemble
is equally talented, Rob

>

VIDEO GAMES
►*- N-3

□ 'Twilight's' ensemble cast brings a
fresh perspective to
an historical event.

DcBard may steal the show
with a realisUc portrayal of
riot victim. Reginald Denny.
Special mention should also
go to Brandi Barhite for giving
an entire monologue In
Korean.
Special appearances by theatre instructors Jim Williams
and Shiela Richardson, as
well as Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto
from the Office of Diversity
Initiatives, accent the performance.
*
The technical aspects of the
show are equally as dazzling.
As mentioned before, sound
designer Brian Ratliff wages
psychological warfare on the
audience throughout the play.
Besides using gangsta rap
and salsa tracks during the
three acts. Ratliff reels off
excerpts from the Rodney
King case and speeches from
Martin Luther King
and others during
the intermissions.
The set and
props on stage are
not lavish, but set
designer Bradford
Clark does an
impressive Job in
building a two
siory DJ booth.
Riddled with police
lines and moving
chairs, the set contributes to
the chaos that spawned the
play. Karl Kapszukiewicz' costumes are equally as utilitarian.
Trying to take the play's
message to another level, the
show offers an interactive 'Milage" in the house lobby, in
which audience members are
encouraged to talk about what
the effects of the riots are on
a place like Bowling Green.
Come with an open mind
and heart to this show and
you will be handsomely
rewarded. This probing look
into one of the most tragic
chapters in American history
is excellent in every sense of
the word.

By J.J. SIEGEL
The BG News

TWillght-Los Angles. 1992"
could be one of the most
ambitious and challenging pieces that Bowling Green
has performed. There's already
a lot of pressure for the show
to succeed since it will be making history on the BGSU stage.
Twilight" was originally a
one-woman show that was
written and performed by Anna
Deavere Smith. This will be the
first time that any ensemble
cast has presented excerpts
from Deavere's work.
Twilight" was written in
response to the L.A. riots of
1992. Deavere interviewed several individuals who had some
connection to the incidents.
She then took their verbatim
account and wrote them in
monologue form.
The show consists of the
actual words of people affected by the riots and the
Rodney King trial that led to
them. Some of the actual
people portrayed are ex-gang
members. Jurors of the Kinc
trial and even Reginald
Denny, who was pulled from
his truck and beaten during
the riots because he was
white.
According to Yvonne Singh,
director of Twilight." there are
several reasons why the show
is important and what makes it
different from other area
shows.
She said although the riots
were six years ago, they still
affect us today. The show tries
to draw connections between
L.A. and B.G. Gang violence
and racial tension is not an
incident isolated to L.A. Singh
said these things are prevalent
in our schools and our own
families.
Singh also said the show
raises questions and asks us to
think about the world we live
In. Twilight" is an objective
play that does not place blame
or give solutions to the problems.
It is an examination of what
occurred and a chance for
audiences to feel these things
for themselves and to try to

Review by
Mike
Leonard

Design by
Stephanie'
Schneider

Women's chorus
and concert band
On Friday a free
concert will be given
by the BGSU Concert
Band and University
Band, under the
direction of Thomas
P. Rohrer. at 8 p.m. in Kobacker
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center. The program will include
"Norwegian Rhapsody" and The
Circus Bee." among others.
Then on Saturday the BGSU
A Cappella Choir and University
Women's Chorus, directed by
Edward Maclary. will perform at

12

From top to bottom:
Elaine Shih-Ratliff,
Scott Irelan and Missy
Ledesma-Leese. Photo
provided

8 p.m. in Kobacker.
The Bowling Green
Philharmonia. directed by Emily
Freeman Brown, will present a
free concert on Sunday at 3
p.m. in Kobacker. Artist-in-resldence Jerome Rose will be guest
pianist on Brahms' "Piano
Concerto No. 2 in B-flat, Op.
83."

Auditions for
summer theater
Open auditions for
the Bowling Green
Summer Musical
Theater production of
"My Fair Lady" will be
held Sunday from 6

to 10 p.m. at the Moore Musical
Arts Center. Performances are
scheduled for July 10 to 11.
Jury 17 to 18 and Aug. 28 to
29. For information, contact Dr.
F. Eugene Dybdahl at 419/3728623.

Award-winning
'Cronos' at Gish

t

The award-winning 1994 Mexican
film "Cronos," directed by Guillermo del
Toro. will be shown
for free at 8:15 p.m.
In the Glsh Film Theatre. The
film, in subtitles, is about an
elderly antique dealer who
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Tod McCloskey checks out all
the new PlayStation titles,
including Blasto, MLB '99
and NBA Shootout '98

'Twilight' confronts
fears, asks questions

once more, it's freel

P^leP

7

Entertainment Editor
John Wenzel
372-2603"

'TwilightLos Angeles, 1992'
When: April 22 to 25 at 8 p.m.
and April 26 at 2 p.m.
Where: Eva Marie Stint
Theatre in University Hall
Tickets: $7 for adults, $5 for
students and senior citizens

relate. We are also given the
chance to witness, through the
monologues, mans different
points o! vi. m thai wouldn't
normally come together.
Another reason Twilight" is
so important is because it is
experimental. The production
will be in the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre whirh is usually
ii served for more prominent
shows by well-known playwrights.
Each night will also be more
than just a production. Before
and after the show, the lobby
of the Eva Marie Saint will display artwork submitted by
BGSU students thai deal with
the issues <>! diversity and multiculturalisin
Historical Information that
relates to the show will also be
made available. Each night will
be sponsored by a different
diversity group on campus.
Some of these groups are the
Black Student t num. AntiRacist Action and the Latino
Student Union,
Each group will have information alxiut their organization on the nlghl of the production. This gives the theater
department a chance to branch
out and involve many different
people on the campus, not just
those Involved In drama.
A community mural, which
audience members are asked ■
to help create, will be displayed
in the lobby. Everyone will be
given the chance to express
their feelings by writing something on the mural. Video
screens, showing riot and trial
footage, adorn the lobby as
well.
The show itself will incorporate "botage of actual events
along willi slide imagery, media
representations of the riots and
music, whirh plays an important part in the show.
Some of the music is popular and well-known, mostly rap
music, but some original
instrumental niusie was composed especially foi the show
by John Forshee
Twilight" is shaping up to
be more than just a typical
theater experience. Students. '
faculty and alumni have cometogether to create a show that
is about more than just enters
tainmcui.
The show asks us to
reassess what we think and
the production has already
brought together many differ-;
ent people in its creation.

becomes a young vampire after
being stabbed by a razor-tipped
device hidden in an ancient
Faberge egg. The director's
reimaging of the legend of the
vampire won the Grand Prize at
the Cannes Film Festival's
Critic's Week and nine Artels
(Mexican Academy Awards).

place Memorial Day weekend at
Alpine Hills (near Dover. Ohio),
the lineup Includes eKoostik
Hookah. Zero. Max Creek. David
Nelson Band. Hypnotic
Clambake and Nathan Witt &

Hookahville
Spring '98 lineup

Being that this is the last NOy
section ol the s. mester. Id like to
thank everybody that helped out
over the past lew months, especially Tom Denk and Eric Keubler.
assistant entertainment editors.
Thanks also to anyone who wrote,
gave us a story Idea, pointed out
our egregious errors, rented us
dwaris. knitted socks and played
with our lemur. Se.ni

f

The increasingly
popular music festival Hookahville.
headlined by
eKoostik Hookah,
has announced its
1998 spring lineup. Taking

Chill's Tale

Adios, amigos ...

\
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AIRBAG / HOW AM 1 DRIVING?
1426148550 wmmtmmmmmmmmmm
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Radiohead: Airbag/
How Am I Driving?
1996-RwonjMMl
If last years OK Computer Is
seen as the realization of a
hypothesis by Radiohead. then
the songs on the EP "Airbag/ How
Am I Driving?' can be viewed as
the experiments that led the band
to that realization.
The mini-album Is a collection
of B-sldes from previous OK
Computer singles available In the
USA for the first time, (aside from
overpriced Imports).
The tracks were recorded during the OK Computer sessions and
give some Insight Into what led
the band to the creation of that
album.
"Meeting In the Aisle" Is the
first Radiohead Instrumental, and
one that experiments with elements of trip-hop. The song may
be a product of their admiration
and friendship with the members
of Portlshead.
The short haunting Intonations
of "Melatonln" may have set the
stage for the more disturbing and
stark songs such as "Climbing Up
the Walls" and "Exit Music |For a
Fllml" from OK Computer.
Despite the fact that some of
the songs are not worthy of
release on a full length album,
there are some gems that offer
more Insight Into the fractured
psyche of singer Thorn Yorke.
"A Reminder" has Yorke thinking about becoming old and losing
his mind. He wants the people
that know him to "remind me
once I was free, once 1 was cool,
once I was me".
The tracks "Pearly" and
"Polyethylene" come the closest to
the thick layered sound and soaring vocals that are Radlohead's
trademark. These two songs probably barely missed the cut for

Inclusion on the album.
Perhaps the most Interesting
track Is "Palo Alto." Palo Alto is
the "city of the future." where big
business provides a better life.
Yorke has a more cynical view of
Palo Alto, one where personal
relationships are forsaken
because there Is work to be done.
He sings. "In a city of the future It
Is difficult to find a space. I'm too
busy to see you. You're too busy
to wait."
The citizens are resigned to
simple greetings. "I'm okay, how
are you?"
Musically. It's apparent that
the song Is a product of
Radlohead's work with DJ
Shadow. And perhaps a hypothesis the band has yet to finish
experimenting with ... maybe on
the next album? .
-Kevin Neudecker

use of distortion on the guitars
and vocals bothers me as I listen
to "Never an End." the first song
on the second side. The overall
quality Is clean and flat, but not
very rich. The guitars would definitely have benefltted from a Uttle
more restraint as well. And not to
repeat myself, but did J. Mascls
write this song?
The tape ends with Tear It
Down." the lyrics of which aren't
all that Inventive. Of course, you
could argue that the lyrics to pop
songs are meaningless. All that
matters Is the fun In the Inflection.
I can Imagine lOwatt as being
a pretty good band to see live, as
my only Impression Is from this
cassette. I will make no further
judgements until that happens.
Check them out tonight at
Anderson Arena (the Beyond BG
celebration) and Saturday In the
Founders Courtyard
(Founders/WFAL Spring Concert
liny), and decide for yourself.
-John Wenzei

Fat: Self-tided
1998 - DV8

lOwatt:
Self-titled cassette
1997 - Sen-released

Spaced-out. Zlggy Stardusttype echoing noises open lOwatt's
self-titled. 4-song EP. Immediately
Indicating to the listener that
more than the average amount of
time and effort went into the production of this tape. But did It
pay off?
The song "Misplaced You." with
It's somewhat muted guitars and
treble heavy drums, would fit
nicely into the late '70s canon of
mellow love tunes. Classic rock
foolishness? Possibly, but decidedly more palatable.
"Overcoming Eve" sounds
Immediately like a Dinosaur Jr.
song, but with more of the classic
rock guitars and a weird drum
fade-out at the end. The vocals
are infinitely more Interesting on
this song, but still not emphatic
enough.
Something about the perpetual

Does old school record scratching, heavy-metal guitar riffs and
Rage Against the Machine shouting in a Meat Puppets duet style
sound Interesting?
That's how "Dog". Fat's first
song off of their self-titled debut,
starts out. very upbeat and energetic. This song appropriately sets
the tone for the rest of the album,
with Its interesting array of styles
combined into single songs.
The next track. "Downtime." Is
only "down" In the chorus, then
gets hyperactive with a busy drum
beat and vibrant instrumentation
"This feeling Is something 1
would never wish upon anyone."
starts off the mellowest song on
the album. "Numb." which deals
with being lonely and In love
(yawn). There's definitely variety
In this album, however the
sounds are similar enough to recognize as Fat's. All In all. this
album Is a lively and active medley of songs that are enough to
capture an audience that craves
something barely outside the
norm.
-Eric Keubler

lOwatt to play Founders/WFAL BBQ
By BILLY PEAKE
The BG News

Infested with dull pop outfits and hippie-rock cover
bands, the Bowling Green
music scene has been frequently disappointing.
With the exception of
Lethargic Id and a few others,
catching a good live show In
the Black Swamp has become
more challenging than finding
a day without wind.
Then comes lOWatt. a
Bowling Green-based five
piece that has received critical
acclaim throughout the state,
but has never played a local
venue.
The Bowling Green music
scene is really close knit, and
If you aren't a part of the circle, its very hard to get a
show," said lOWatt keyboardist Tim Minnecl.
Since the bars in BG were
busy booking cover bands.
lOWatt decided to build a
name for Itself playing in the
Cleveland area and Central
Ohio. However, the band will
finally showcase its unique
sound and style this week at
two local events.
Those planning to attend
the Beyond BG affair at
Anderson Arena on Thursday
night, as well as the WFAL/

Founders BBQ on Saturday,
will find that lOWatt is a
refreshing break from Bowling
Green's average rock band.
With a style that borders
the realm of art rock, and a
groove Influenced by the likes
of Catherine Wheel, the Cult
and Afghan Whigs. lOWatt
has a very unique, structured
sound.
Initially, the band began as
a basic recording project for
the two founding members,
guitarist Jason Dziak and
vocalist/guitarist Keith
Jenkins.
"We had a basic philosophy
to create a mature collection
of songs that reflected our
emotions and our personality."
Jenkins said.
Dziak and Jenkins recorded
"Making Sound." a four song
EP. during the summer of
1997. They played all of the
instruments on the recording
and mixed it in Dziak's apartment on a very basic computer software program.
One night last fall at a local
bar. Jenkins stumbled across
drummer Matt Colaizzi and
bassist Adam Rich, both formerly of Bowling Green's State
of Green.
Indie-rockers had forever
snubbed State of Green for
their willingness to cover

Candlebox songs and because
they consistently filled local
bars with flannel wearing
steakheads.
However, critics failed to
realize that State of Green was
a hard working band who
established themselves regionally, opening for such acts as
the Violent Femmes and
Cheap Trick.
"It would be impossible to
find a drummer that Is more
solid than Matt Colaizzi." said
Dziak. "Matt has an excellent
feel for structure, which is
really important for the way
we write and perform our
songs."
Rich's unique bass lines
have been a welcomed addition to the band's most recent
live efforts, which feature
entirely original songs. lOWatt
completed their current lineup
with the addition of Tim
Minnecl on keyboards.
"I like to think I add the
final texture of sound that
makes the songs interesting."
Minnecl said.
The Spring Concert BBQ will
be held this Saturday from 1 to
7 p.m. in the Founders courtyard. The band Fonix wtil play
at 3 p.m., with an as-yet-to-beannounced band at 5 p.m. and
lOwatt at 7 p.m

Ska Against Racism visits Cincinnati
The BG News
The past few weeks have been
full of programs to raise awareness on things like violence, sexuality and other issues we face on
a regular basis.
Mike Park, formerly of the ska
band Skankin' Pickle and the
founder of Asian Man Records,
started a tour to teach people
about the evils of rar'sm. The
tour, entitled Ska Against Racism,
started in early March and will
travel the country until late May.
Headlining bands include Less
Than Jake, The Toasters. Blue

patterns symbolize this unity very
well, displaying two opposite colors united together.
Anti-racism Is more than
understanding, it's also acceptance. The tour will end in late
May, but the bands will continue
to speak up for what they believe
is right.
The tour was rumored to stop
in Toledo, but now the closest it
will make it to BG is Bogart's in
Cincinnati on April 29.
Tickets cost around $15.
Check World Wide Web listings for
more information and tour
sites/dates.

Mcanies. Mustard Plug, Five Iron
Frenzy. MU330. Kemuri and The
Bruce Lee Band, along with local
artists from each venue.
Several organizations such as
Anti-Racist Action. Artists for a
Hate-Free America and the
Museum of Tolerance are backing
the bands in their efforts. Each
band in the line-up has made it
clear that they are willing to sacrifice their names and status to
fight racism and all its evils.
All the bands agree that ska
was "founded for all races to
come together as a whole." The
two-tone suits and checkerboard
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New PlayStation titles feature sports, spoofs German Dept. puts on play
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News

A host of new Sony
PlayStation games are out just
In time for summer. Here's a
wrap-up of three of them:

MLB '99

For the baseball lovers out
there. PlayStation's MLB '99 is
one of the most realistic of Its
kind.
Usually most baseball video
games either have realistic
play or provide a good background. MLB ^9 combines
both.
MLB '99 uses state-of-theart graphics to portray exact
replicas of every Major League
stadium. The game also gives
real sounds that put you right
inside a ballpark. With vendors yelling for nachos. security announcements and crowd
boos, MLB ^9 helps to provide
an realistic background to the
actual game.
Another element that has
seemingly failed in the past,
announcing, has been updated by PlayStation. Hall-ofFamer Vln Scully hosts the
play-by-play with more realism than has ever been heard
before. His comments seem
endless as he goes through
each at-bat (like a true game
caller).
As far as the actual game
goes. MLB '99 brings the reality of the major leagues to the
screen. All teams have been

Why. go anywhere else

perfectly copied with updated
uniforms (home and away),
actual rosters from every
team, updated player trades
and the two new expansion
teams. Arizona and Tampa
Bay.
The game is not easy
to master, which is why
it includes a spring
training program with
real sites and a draft.
Gamers can play multiple season lengths,
but unfortunately only
one player can play a
season at a time.
In order to bring a full
motion feeling to the
game. PlayStation
copied actual Major
League player motions.
The result is an
impressive depiction of
smooth real-time
actions including
defensive plays (diving
and throwing from the knees),
open or closed batting stance
and even player collisions.
Basketball games have been
around forever and yet only a
few really standout. NBA
Shootout :>H is one of those
that rise above the rest.
Part of the appeal comes
from a few updated features
PlayStation added to the older
game. Total-control dunking
allows a gamer to manually
control players with more than
30 different
dunks.
NBA
Shootout
'98 also
has icon
cutting, a
feature
that allows
you to cut
players to
the basket
for layups.
In order
to make
these features work
together as
a single
game.
PlayStation screened the
motions of Jerry Stackhouse

to simulate actual NBA player
movements. NBA Shootout '98
also added no look, off-thedribblc and
around the
back passes, as well
as quick
crossovers.
The addition of
these
minor NBAlike
motions
enables
gamers to
feel closer
the action.
NBA
Shootout
•98 offers

Why. go anywhere else

Why, go anywhere else

Blasto can best be
described as a spoof of the
popular game Doom, only in a
cartoon
format.
This
game is
definitely

Blasto

full si.His

tics and
complete player rosters. And
with the constant trades the
NBA makes, the game offers
you the opportunity to keep
up with the real league.
Other additions are a NBA
playbook. playing modes that
include an NBA All-Star game
and real awards like MVP.
scoring, rebounding, defensive
and Rookie of the Year.
The actual game plays
quickly and isn't just a backand-forth scoring affair. In
order to win. you must play
defense. Yet. on offense, it
isn't Just dribble and shoot.
Sometimes
you have
to find
creative
shots like
a fadeaway
Jumper,
[i 11 1 leaner,
turnaround
or spin
and
drive.
The
game
also has
a television perspective
camera and surround sounds
that add to the game.

NBA Shootout '98

Wfi

hji/*

f-a

a she ii ii

em'-up
action
game, but
its unlike
any I've
seen
before,
and for
good reason.
With
notable
Saturday
Night Live
comic
Phil 11.II i in.in providing the
voice. Blasto brings a creative
and comical approach to video
games.
The plot surrounds Blasto
as he tries to retake planet
Uranus from the evil alien dictator Bosc.
Using Hartman's voice.
Blasto cracks jokes while saving Earth babes and vaporizing silly-looking green aliens.
As with other shoot-em'
ups. Blasto defies repetitiveness. With a large number of
jokes and wise cracks (as
Hartman's personality comes
to life), this game doesn't seem
to age.
The 3D gameplay rivals that
of Nintendo 64. But there's
another element to Blasto. one
which separates it from normal games.
There are no levels on
Blasto. simply episodes (like a
comic book). The player must
pass through each episode to
reach the end.
The 3D environment is reminiscent of Marvin Martian's
home in "Looney Tunes" Duck
Rodgers.
With intricate vertical subsections and difficult mazes,
Blasto offers much more than
at first glance.

Why, go anywhere else

KIP PRESENTS....

Toledo Hot Spots!!

The BG News
The BGSU German department has found a new and
unique way of helping students
learn the language while raising
public interest.
Since the beginning of the
semester, German students
have been putting together a
play to be spoken completely in'
German: Herr PuntUa und seln
Knecht Matti, (translated as
Puntfla and Matti. His Hired
Man).
The play, written by German
playwright Bertolt Brecht
(1856). will be performed to
honor the playwright's 100th
birthday.
Brecht's works, which deal
with a variety of social issues,
directly confront the ills of society. In this production, the
issue of social class is of primary concern. The play considers
the division between classes
and the treatment of the poor

by the rich.
The German students are
doing a co-op with German students at Bowling Green High
School. Students are arranging
the whole production from acting to the technical aspects,
overseen by director Klaus
Schmidt, head of the German
Department.
With the entire production
presented In German, those in
the audience who are unfamiliai
with the language can still follow along with a scene by scene
synopsis of the events taking
place.
The show will be presented at
the Bowling Green Junior High
School auditorium, located on
the first block of North Church
Street.
The admission Is $1 and the
dates and times for the performances are Apr. 23 at 1 p.m.
and Apr. 24 and 25 at 7:30 p.m.
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CAMPUS EVENTS

Shirt Pamring
Thursday. Apnl 30
730pm Taft Room
Sign-up m 330 Union by
Wednesday. Aprs 29
$10.00 Bursarabiei
Sponsored by: UAO
UAOSpring Break
Hotel Refunds are Haral
Pick them up in 330 Student Union
Must have Student O lo recoiv* check
Questions? Call 2-2343
Used CD Sale
4/21-4/24,10am-4pm
Education Building Slaps
Questions: 372-2343
Sponsored by UAO

SERVICES OFFERED
"U-Haul Trucks 4 Trailer*"
352-2958. 1055 N. Main
U-Haul Rentale
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidents! and Caring
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Canier
Summer storage umts available
Close to campus Call Buckeye Storage
352-1520.

PERSONALS
GRADUATE STUDENT PARTY
Fri Apr. 24 ai tha "Junction"
Fraa food from 6pm-flpm
Social Hour epnv?
Com* join tha YMT End Bash
Sponsored t*y GSS

"* Passport lo BGSU *"
Anyone who has live stampa on Ihwr
passport to BGSU
please turn it into tha U AO oflca
m 330 Student Union by April 24th
or ai any UAO event to be eligible
tor the $250 University Bookstore
gift certificate

• ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'
The AGD's are looking for houssboys for Us
1998-99 school year. If you are interested call
Janaal 372-3406
• ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'
" Free - companion dog. Sweel. loving, VERY
well-lramed Okie' English Spaniel. Would
make a wonderful pet/companion for just tha
righlperson Call 823-3033. belore 9pm.
ADOPTION LOVING. COLLEGE EDUCATED
COUPLE wishes to adopt We can provide a
chad with fine education & a beautiful home
filled with much love & laughter. Picas* can
Cindy * Don 800-333-2116.

— "BOXCITV" —

SHOW THIS/iP FOR FREE ADMISSION TO ANY OF THE CLUBS

CLUBLAND

End of the year BASH!
Graduate Student Social at the Junction
Coma mingle with other graduate students
Friday. Apnl 24th upstairs at the Junction.
Free food from 6.00-9 00 pm along
with dnnk specials
Don't mis a the FUN I

>"ojr tctii I nt«f t tii ■ «i I in iitx

ONLY 18 MIN. FROM BGSUU!
Main Stag* - Top 40

Polyaatara • Disco A Ratro

Dollar Bar ft Pool Tablaa

Llva Muale In tha Baaamant

BGSU Habitat for Humanity
SLEEP-OUT FOR THE HOMELESS
Friday Apr 24
Tlckels-Wed.-Fri. 10-2pm Union Foyer
*" tt Bursarable "'

Earn credit where ii counts-RENEW 2000
Friday's al Kamikazes
25 oant draft 4-epm
Your Friday afternoon desbnabon
after class.

EUROPE-S UMMER'M

$209 (each way plus taxes)
Caribbean/Mexico 1229 r/\

18 & Over Welcome

CALL 800-326-2000
hrtpy/www.airhitch org

•D.J. Jason spins Top 40 on Main Stage
• D.J. Big Bri spins Disco and Retro in Polyesters
•Dollar Bar over 30 items, drinks & shots tor just $1
•Uncle Sandwitch in the Basement Thursday - Saturday
•Thursday College ID Night tree with ID before 11 p.m.
• Friday is Ladies Night....Ladies in free before 11 p.m.
• Free well lighted Parking

GREEK SPRING AWARDS
This Sunday @7 In
in* Ballroom, th* winners
are rovoaled! "Common
Bond of Leaders Building

Tomorrow"
IFC • Panhel • NPHC

209 N. Superior St.
Toledo
Downtown
243-4446

Hay UAO Member*!
Don't forget tha
UAO SPRING BLOWOUT
this Saturday!
1:00pm-3:00pm
Memorial Hall Lawn
(off Ridge SI.)
Questions? Call 372-2343

| Hours: 9p.m. - 2:30a.m. Thurs. - Sat. |

Join WFAL and Founders for the

mm Tsmm,

Spring Concert BBO
The festivities begin al i pm this Saturday
food by Founders' VoUeybaj ■ Tia-dye
and morel Bands performing ant:
3pm: Fonts. 6pm: TBA. 7pm: 10 Walt

CAFE & WAlt, '

MICHAEL GULEZIAN
Fn.Apr 24.1998
Silver River Cafe

OPEN 7 NIGHTS
21 and OVER

600pm

FREEI

SUN - WED - Sing & Dance to Dreamline Karaoke

Questions? Call 372-7164
Sponsored by UAO

THURS - SAT - Live music by Beef Carvers

PHI ETA SIGMA
HAPPY HOURS:
Thursday. Apnl 23 al
Campus Poesy** al 6-7:30pm

Karaoke Contests Every MON. and WED.
with cash prizes
Drink Specials Nightly!
Mouthwatering MUNCHIE Menu

POSTER SALE
W*dApr22-FnApr24
MaDVSoenc* Bldg
10.00anv5:00pm
Great poster sale including ones from:
Titanic. Good W\« Hunting. Music
posters and Morel
Gustation*? Call 372-7194
Sponsored by UAO

THURS. Nights - ToledosOnly216- Over College ID Night!

WED Night-Taco Night
All You Can Eat Toco's for *3.99
3922 Secor
475-4381
Why. qo anywhere else
Why. go anywhere else

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Do you nave a Summer |ob?
Is it related to your major/career goals?
Come and see if you qualify lor
COOP 050
a NO-COST transcnpi notation
Lend CRE DIBIUTY to your employment
Co-op:310SSBldg 372-2451 details.

Why, go anywhere else
i

Why. go anywhere else

Remember tie Ralfle Tickets?
lie Dm* lo daim your CARt
Tne 1908 Nissan Alnma Raffle
la TONIGHT
Coma lo Beyond BG in
Anderson Arena-7- 10pm
Musi be present n winl

GREEK SPRING AWARDS
This Sunday & 7 in
the Ballroom, the winners
are revealed! "Common
Bond of Leaders Building
Tomorrow"
IFC" Panhel' NPHC

I

HEY Kamikazes.
The great music, nica bartenders, and great
lasting kamikazes make for a fun Saturday
night.
Thanksii
SPECIAL APPEARANCES: Jesus Chnst in a
Renew Group near you this tall!
Student Recruiters N**d*d
lo assist BGSU lootball
For mor* information contact
Kan* at (2-5594) or gailba/@bgnet bgsu.edu
The sisters ol Kappa Delia wish to congratulate
Christins Basarab on being elected our new
secretary lor fall 1996-Welcome lo Ihe ax*c!
Thurs. al Kamikazas
Pitcher specials 7pm-2am
Tuesday's al Kamikazes
Ladies night. 75 cent drinks
Visit Ihe streets ol BG
in Anderson Arsna
for th* "Last Tasks of BG"
People's Choice Awards
for best pizza, subs, & wings.
Free food, free prizes. Live Bands'
TODAY April 23rd- / I Opm
Weds, ai Kamikazes
Karaoke wiih Rich Michel
I0pm-2am. Free pool all night

WANTED
1 M or F rmte needed lor A jg '96 thru Aug IN
12 mo leas* Own room m kj 2 bdrm house
268 Msnvin*. off si pkg. Close to campus. Cat
654-2260 or 352-2560.
5 subleases needed on 311 North Prospect
for th* summer Awesome nous* with a lot ol
room and ITS right Mhind in* bars Can us al
354*734.

1
%■

I

Thursday, April 23, 1998

The BG News

page N-4
720 2nd Saeet 1 A. 1 bdrm. apt Furnished win
Mr corvJeon Separate kiichtn space Fo> May
IS thru Aug. 10 n goes lor 720 lor whoel euminor Call Albert t» 354-2389 or omaaBopAl

Li(*guardi warned PoriaQa Quevry Accepting
application tor summer employment Apply at
T-SquareGraphfciig i2i S Main St

"Unltad Parcal Service"
*500 Hiring tonua
Midnight Shilu. Call tor da tails
(8 SO/hour 6 graat banetio.
Cal UPS © 419-891 -6820.
To achadula an miarviaw.
"Unltad Parcal Sarvlca"

Cleveland attorn looking tor roomale lor the
■unYivar.Ca* Erica 01372-5106 if mtoroetod
Female subleaser needed
475.00 Entire summer
♦ Electric
Call Aaron 3526635
or Heather 352-6443

175 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed aummar campa In Pocono
Mountains, PA Lohlkin, 1 •600-466-4321.
www.lohlltan.com.
^

Looting lor nouaa or apt. B rant or aublaaaa
IromAugBSapttortamJ,ol3 C^'3S2 i3«6

An unforgettable Summer Experience working
with youth and teens at VMCA Storer Campa
located m Jackson. Ml. Seeking counselors,
lifeguards, sailing instructors, equestrian staff,
day camp assistants Contact Liz Trapp or
Reggie Robertson at (517) 536-6607 or e-mail
us at yatorer0dmo.net

Mala sublsr needed tor Fall semester 60S E
Wooaiar Graan nouaa across from Founders.
Awesome locaBon. Waeher-Oyer Cool Rmts
Call John at 358-1298.
Ona aubleasar needed tor summer 1906.
4 Bdrm houaa. 2 baths, air ajndroomng
Groat location. 1 block from campus
Please contact 3520688

ATTENTION PSYCHOLOGY, EDUCATION.
SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIOLOGY MAJORS
Gain valuable work experience related to your
major Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Northwestern Ohio ta looking tor a part-time secretary. Dusee induce general office manage
ment. aa well aa assisting the Caseworker with
volunteer orientation and screening, and public
relations evens A flexible schedule, including
tome evening and weekend hours is required
Please submit your resume by May 1, 1996. to
Big Brothers/Big Sisters ol Nonheatern Ohio,
1616 E. Wooaler St.. Unit R2 D. Bowling
Green. OH 4.402.

Rmmie waniad aummar and lei. Larga area.
Own room. Baaic ufjl mcludad. Mostly tumiahad * pool. Call 354-8600
Roomale naadad lor 06-90 acnool year 2
bdrm 2 bain doaa B campua. loma or Jana ©
372-1150.
Roomata naadad tor tamale grad student Aug.
98 Ihru May or Aug '99. $l8S/mo . utl.. own
room. Muat Ike can Call Liya @ 353-1136.
leave msg.

Camp Counselor posilions Want a meaningful
6 rewarding job that wil impact a child's die
torever? Join our YMCA staff Flexible part
Dme hours avail, DA* 6:30am-6:00pm. Working with children with A wittoul disabilities For
more into, contact Stephany Mulhoiand @
419485-1700 or stop by at 5605 Monroe St.
Sylvan ta B place an application.

Sublaaaar naadad tor lummar. Call Don or
Todd at 352-5606
Summar subleaser! naadad tor
3 badroom uppar duplai.

Call 352-9636
WM pay Bp I lor graduation tickets Plaasa can
Tamylui at 352-2072

CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBSExceUent benefits World Travel. Aak us howl
517-3243090exl C55444.

HELP WANTED
DIBENEDETTO'S SUMMER DELIVERY A
PREP-POSITION APPLY 2-5. M-F. 1432 E
WOOSTER
DON'T READ THIS il you like working lor mmimum wage, staying home m Ohio. & seek secure, non-rewarding work. HOWEVER it you
want B earn outstanding money ($6300) travel
across the country, A enjoy challenging yourself B something completely worthwhile ceil
1600-307-6839

Dalivar rha BG News
EXCELLENT Pay for 2-3 hrs
ol hard work Mon-Fri.
MUST have reliable transponaton.
insurance, & dean driving record
2 yr commitmant. GET PAID
WE LL a have all day 6 weekends
FREE!
Apply in person 0 204 Waal Hall
8:30-10:00em
Aak tor Todd.

Earn up to $7000 working at Put-In-Bay
Insurance requires you B be at least 25 yrs.
old. Call Tues-Fri. after 100 pm (410)
285-3030
Earn while you learn
Find out how you can make extra money while
in school. Work at your leisure any time you
want
Even when watching TV
Can
1 688-662 1726 B find out how

MS Heading Home to Cleveland tor she Summar? Help pay tor Fal tuition or have extra $
tor lummar |7rhr 9-5 M-F. No weekend! 6
no experience necessary Modem Offices m
Cleveland Area. Cal 216-226-7117

Ext. painters wanted lor summer. $6-9/hr No
exp. necessary. Toledo area. Call Mart
01-800-679- 2656 411 220

11500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Froeintarmalion. Call 410-347-1475
• IS YOUR. RESUME LACKING?
Find out why P4G. IBM. Xerox. 6 hundreds ol
other Bp companies want students who have
bean through our aummar training program.
Over 90% ot the students using our placement
office found career jobs last year Average
monthly income $2174. All majors apply. Cal
i 600 307-6839

Help wanted Babysitter tor 2 children. In my
home. Mutt be energetic, love sports A have
own transportation Daily summer work.
Please call Gal 0 352-9284
Home City Ice Company is now hmng tor these
positions: Route Drivers. Production Slackers,
Truck Loaders Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all ol Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call tor details at
1 800 899-8070

LOOKING FOR FULL TIME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
Otd you know thai on* of trie largest bakeries m
the US. II located only 25 minulet south of
Bowling Green? We produce brand name
cookies and snack crackers and have full-time
summer pontons immediately open *ti our
Packaging and Mixing Departments No tpe0*1 skills needed
WE PAY $700 PER HOUR PLUS SHIFT
PREMIUM
ATTENOANCE INCENTIVE BAKERY DISCOUNT
CONSOLIDATED BISCUIT COMPANY
312 Rader Rd . McComb. OH 45858
410-203-2911, Ext 232
Macintosh Programmer
Software company in Toledo. Oho seek* Maciniosh programmer (FT or PT) lor product support, including data load, program maintenance, and lechmcai support. Experience with
Oracle Power Objects and Mac OS a plus
Please send resume and cover letter to COIN
Educational Products, Ann: Bill Littkf. 3361 Executive Parkway. Suite 302, Toledo. OH
43606

OSMOSE, INC.
FORESTRY TRAINEES
National Co seeks sell-motivated
individuals to manage a utility pole
inspection team Must enjoy outdoor
work and be willing to travel to
temporary assignments in several stales.
Osmose offers;
' Company Training
* First Year Earnings. Potential $2500*
* Excellent Benefits package
* Proln snanng bonuses
• Advancement Opportunities
Send resume to Osmose. PO Box 2527.
Mansfield. Ohio. 44906
EOEWf/P/V
PART TIME

STUDENT EMPLOYMENTSUMMER
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU. campus? Interested in working various unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging.
eic.? Rate of pay is $5 15 per hour Apply in
person between the hours of 9:00 am and SOO
pm (Monday-Friday) al:
Advanced Spec-airy Products. Inc.
426 Clough St
Bowling Green, OH 43402
SALES CLERK POSITION AVAIL AT
HIKE'S PARTY MART. S Mam, located in B-g
LOB Plaza. 15-22 hrs wk.. must be friendly,
honest, neat, dependable. & avail wkends.
3529259
SCOREKEEPERS
Sunday-Thursday
Al Carter Park SoftbaH Complex
$5.25 hour
Apply: 417C.IY Park Dr. Bowling Green OH
Oty of Bowling Green is
an equal opportunity employer.
STAFF COORDINATOR
Anne Grady Corporation, a long term care faculty for adults with Developmental Disabilities
has one fus-time 2nd shift Staff Coordinator
position available.
Will provide consistent supervision, direction,
training, and evaluation of habitation staff
Coordinate and direct activities for individuals
Promotes and facilitates active treatment
Works direct care when necessary.
Candidate must be high school graduate or
equivalent; college degree m related field preferred; expenence working with people with
Mental Retaroation/Deveiopmentai Disabilities preferred, supervisory experience preferred.
We offer a competitive wage and excellent
benefits are available. Eligible for medical and
dental benefits. Employee Assistance Program. Cafetena Plan, paid vacation, pad sick
lime. Tax Deferred Annuity Program
Interested individuals should come to the
Center and complete an application
Anne Grady Corporation
lS25EberRoad

Holland, Ohio 43528
(419)866 6500
EOE

Summer Emptoyment-DESKTOP PUBLISHER
WANTED
Are you highly skilled with PageMaker? Do you
have experience m producing high quality
desktop publishing? Then we want to ta* with
you. This position requires a high degree of accuracy and involves keyboard large amounts ol
comlex data. Begin immediately, 15 hours
weekly. $5 90/tv. Cal Anita Knauss. Connnu
mg Education. 372-8181.
SUUUER GROUNDSKEEPER positions
available- Wood County Board of MR/DO
needs four individuals to work full time temporary. $6 50 hour, 8 00am 4 30pm. Mon-Fn.
High School Diploma or equivalent and valid
Ohio Dnvers License required. Position runs
through summer. Application packets available
at Wood Lane School. Enl B. 11160 E Gypsy
Ln Rd.. Bowling Green between
8 00am-4 30pm. Applications deadline is May
1.1998 EOE
The Bowling Green State University's Women's Club Soccer Team is loolung for an experienced coach for the upcoming fall season
This is a volunteer position that requires experience and a good time committment You will
be working with a very talented group of skilled
female soccer players. You can be male or female and will need to be available on most
weekends for home ft away games, ft during
weekdays for practice This is a very good opportunity tor someone who is interested m
coaching soccer ft working with a very competitive ft organized women's team. If you are interested, please feel Iree to call Stacy Sohapira
at 372-6144 ft you will be given the details of
this position Committment is a big part ol this
position but it will definitely be a great expenence.
VAN DRIVER • Part-lime, summer position
Provide transportation to and Irom social servaor* agency Must be between the ages of
21 -65, possess a valid Oho drivers license and
an excellent dnving record. Salary $7.69 per
hour. Submit resume to Children's Resource
Center. PO Box 738. Bowling Green. OH
43402.
YMCA Camp Willson West Central OH
v seeks summer staff for 9 wk co-ed resident
camp program with children 7-17. Need counselors for outpost and traditional camp. Also
hmng Camp Nurse. Call 1-800-423-0427 for
application

FOR SALE
•""BOXCITV
BGSU Habitat lor Humanity
SLEEP-OUT FOR THE HOMELESS
FrlApr24
Tlckets-Wed-Frl 10-2pm Union Foyer
"• S6 Bursarable —
1991 Ma/da Miata 72.000 mi
New einaust $8000 OBO
Call 35a 5298
1993 Saturn SL2 4DR Encellenl Cond
Loaded 63K mi (7650. or Best offer Cat
3722416
1994 Ford Ranger XLT 62.000mi 4 0 V6 air
ajc Alloy wheels 17500 Call 872-8749
1994. 70.000 mi. Honda Civic EX 2dr 5 spd
power everytrnrvj New tires. $9200 Can
8728749
1995 2-dr Cnevy Cavalier AC. sunroof. CD
player. 30,000 rn $9500. Call 354-0125
1999 Ford F-150 Lariat LX-2. V-8, Cr, AC. Tilt.
Bedliner, t slider VGC. 352-7668

PURE
AND
SIMPLE

Renting For Summer and Fall
• 2 large bedrooms,
fully furnished or unfurnished

Clough

McDonald's

e washer and dryer in each unit

Hill I

ie

e walk-in closets, extra storage
e self-defrost refrigerators
e self-cleaning range

1

e deadoolts for safety, patio doors

c/j

E. Wooster

NEWS

CAMPUS

• gas heat • electric, central air •

■ Sarvieael and Sanltlied Dally

• cable TV and phone in each room •

• N AM A Approved

Need a job
next year?

• brick exterior and hallways •
• soundproofed • fireproofed •

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple • Hours 8-4:30 • 352-9378

"Call-Well meet you there."

Deliver the BG News
I \t ellenl pay lor 2 i hour*
i ii hard work Monday I nd.iv beginning ,ti ii a.m.
MUST have reliable transportation, i lean driv mj;
itt Hid \ insurant e,
t ommitmenl needed.

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantees

ryVsnfkfsTMVI.lali-VVV^^-k-W-W-h-st-.-.-a-a-l

DAILY
SPECIAL

^orco*

$ GET PAID
WELL$

IPizzol
353-0044

have all day &
weekends FREE!

1045 N. Main SI.

Apply in person « .'i M
Wesl Hall between 8:30 &

FREE DELIVERY
2ND PIZZA Sft.OO

1
Hrnir^

• AdHI ifi(M>iniis $1 20 e.ich •
l limi.«.fl 1.1,1' nflc • Nn < nuptW nH HUfy
• BC »■■>'<'ONLY •

10:0(1 .i.iit. Ask lot

SUM-THURS II-lam
FKI A SAT ll-2;IO.im

IP1

95

$10

II

2 Medium Pizzas jj

$8

2 10" Pizzas
> ArtHriiftn,il totppm^

• t .rliirtc. ofhef nflif.
1 1) <lfl

yj JQ

• Uffufle* TMhcfohm
I1 'HI
„

!

-^J■^-^■^.w.^^^^^^^^^VA^^^^^^v//A^/

i

Super single waterbed with hdord a 6 drawers
dresser-mirror women's Roadmaster mntbike
Cell 353-7297.

Avail June or 98/99 school yr 849 6lh St 3
bade. 352-7163.

Used CD Sale
4/21-4/24.10am-4pm
Education Building Slops
QuesDons: 372-2343
Sponsored by UAO

FOR RENT

Inclil

Avail, a/1/98-2 Bedrm Townhouee at 134
University Lane. $650 00 . gas A eiectne. 1
■edrm Aptat 128 University Lane. $425 00 in
eludes ell utl; Efficiency Apt. at 1 1/2 Univer
lily Lane. $295 00 . electric. 2 Bedrm Houaa
at 829 Fifth St.. $650.00 • util One year leases
only. Call 352-9371 lor more information
Available Aug I 1996. 3 bdrm house Close to
BGSU $600/mo Call 666-46S1.
Female rmt needed. May-Aug. $282 * gas A
elec. 2 bdrm turn apt Call Bridget 372-6174

Houses for Rent
422 CLOUGH - above garage 2 BR
2 people Stove/relng turn.
$400/month Avail. May 17th.
140 1/2MANV>UE - above garage 2 BR
2 people. Stove/relng. turn
$500/month Avail May 17th
Call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
3542260. Office - 319 E Wooaler

Apartments Available
' Close to campus
'Efficiencies
•1 Bedroom
•2 Bedroom
•Fumished
* Unfurnished

John Newlove Real Estate
319E. Wooster St.

354-2260
••«*-99 S.Y. « Dec Leaaea
Apis. Rooms. & Houses
311 A316E. Marry 1 «2bdrms.
1 bdrm. $400/mo/2bdrm $4S0/mo.
321 E. Merry 6 bdrm 2 full bath
321 E Merry f A Lg. Houaa
Rooms $205 mo. ind. util.
Summer also aval.

353-0325
1 bdrm apt. Close to campua. 0W. AC. laundry
facilities Large, dean, A modern. Gred student
Housing Call 353-1731 A/or 354 6632 Avail.
July 1 st or sooner.
1-2 br/fum./unfum. $410 to $520
Call 354-6036
12 month leases starting May 16. 1998
424 1/2 S. Summit-efficiency-$225 • elec
453 S. Prospect-small 1 Br.-$290 * gas/elec
60S Fifth St fC-tmall 2 Br $360 . util
230N. Entarprise-1 Br.$360 » util.
Steve Smith 352 8917 or 387 8666
2 bdrm. 834 Scott Hamilton. A/C Avail. May A
Aug. $420 plus unl. Other locations avail. Aug.
EN. A 1 A 2 bdrm NO PETS. 153-8206.
2 bdrm turn orunfurn apts
724 6th St A 705 7fi St
12 unit apartment buildings
98-99 school year lease
$500 per month
FREE heat, water, sewer
gas and HBO"'
3540914
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX-31 IN CHURCH ST
1 CAR-PORT WITH ADDITIONAL
OFF-STREET PARKING
$399 . UTIITIES/CALL 353-6907

2 BDRM. Apt. 722 4th St.
Avail, immed.. 12 mo. lease.
$4 25imo., w/d hook-up.
353 7547 days.

Ncwtovc Realty Rentals

• Open 24 Houra
• Sosf Isrvr B.Y.O.I.
• Over 300 Lecatlone

*7095m:2tx)rm/2bairi
*oOI-5035lh: 2 bdrm
*309 High: 2 bdrm free heat,

Wdiermill
txpress

wrjtcr, sewer

Look lor the little) Waterrrsb al ovar town.

* 70;}4lh: 2 bdrm
upscale w/2 car
garage

Help Wanted
Vv maiHoiiss- **
IALL00N

Georgetown Manor 800 3rd St under new
management A/C. laundry rm. 1 bedrm. turn
$380 A elec 2 bedrm turn. $480 A elec also
summer rales. 354-9740 or 352 2214
GRAD STUDENTS, quiet 1 A 2 bedromm apts
close to campus, air, disposal, dishwasher. 2
car garagea. call 353-1731.
Houaee for rent: The following houses we for
rent for 96-gg school year. All 12 mo leases,
tenants pay all util. sec dep . parental guarantee req , no pets.
1.710 Elm 2 BR avail
5(15/98. Rent
$5t0/mo
collected quarterly
Phone
354-6595 ask tenants to view.
2.217 S. College 3 BR house avail. 8/23/98
Rent $S7S/mo collected quarterly Phone
354-3271 aak tenants to view.
3.318 Ridge-Large 2 BR house avail
5/20/98 Rent $600/mo collected quarterly.
Phone 353-5032 ask tenants to view
For more information or to algn a lease,
contact Arbor Enterpriaas at 354-2*54.
Locally owned and managed.
Low eummer rates
on 2 bedrooms
Call 352-9378
Summer sublet, big room m 2 bdrm apt. Female only. Fully turn May 9 - Aug 20. $400
total Call Preslon3S4-432S.
V. nice 2 BR townhouse w/hardwood floors.
carpet, w.i. closet, v close to campus. For sublet w/opt. to renew. Avail now-$550rmo.
Andy @ 352-4056

FALL 1998 LISTS
NOW AUAILABLE!

3 Person Rate
Available
Now!
(Limited number available)

• Frazee Ave. Apts.
• East Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apts.

w

GREENIMAR, INC
Hours:
Monday - Friday

9a.m. - 5pm.
Saturday
9a.m. - 1p.m.

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Fowling Green, OH 43102

*507E.nerry:2bdrm
across from Campus |
* 524 6lh: 2 bdrm. free heal.
*54.)6Hv 2txtrm/2bath

COMPLETE LISTING FOR

'■wmm

*AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
8J0 Fourth SttWUlow House) Close 10
campus. Starts at 340/mo + elec/gas
For more info call 353-5*00

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
2 bdrm Close to Campus 710 N.
EnterprisrlHetni-Slte Apts.) Rents starts
670/ mo ♦ uttls. 2 bdrm includes washer &
dryer. Call for more info 353-5800

Management Inc.
I bdrm 10*2 Falrrlew Ave.
(Hllkdale Apts.) unique floor designs.
vaulted ceilings, washer/dryer hook-up in
the 2 bdrm Rents start at 350/ mo tutils
For more info call 353-5*00

VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR A
UNDERORADUATE, GRADUATE |

M

Call:

111-7117

95

||l

Apt Subleasers Needed
2 bdrm. balcony, close to campus
May and Aug FREE rent
Call 352-4327

AND PROFESSIONAL HOUSING! OR VISIT OUR NEW
WEBSITE:
lutpyAv%vw.rievv1crvtrail1u.com|
325 South Main Street

Cheese & One Topping

SlOOe.Kh

King Size WaierOed (Oak) va> bookcase head
board $350 obo. Acouasc electric bass ouitar
$500. Cal 352-3582.

water, sewer

LARGE PIZZA
CHEESE & ONE TOPPING

3-5 summer subleasers needed
wining lb negotiate costs
cat 3544530

• Natural Hydrate**.

• individually metered utilities •
• fully insulated 6" walls *

1

Sodkem Free • Chemical Free

3 BEDROOM DUPLEX-309 N CHURCH ST
2 CARPORTS WITH ADDITIONAL
OFF-STREET PARKING
$540 . UTILITIES/CALL 353-6907

CARS FOR $100
Seized a sold locally this month.
Trucks.4i4s,etc.
1 8O0S22 2730 eit. 4558

2-4 subleasers needed May-Aug. 2 bdrm. apt.
AC/balcony/on eight laundry/only electnc/lona ol storaoe $400/mo Call 354-6357

Pirzal

e dishwasher and microwave

92 Toyota CoroM. S1K mlea Loaded $7600
Call 352-6638 alter 5 pm.

2 subtaaaers needed May-Aug. Free AX.
gat.water. and sewage. In house laundry facility Fum $257/mo Own room. Dishwasher
Call 353 0379

X Fox Run

e 1 1/2 baths

86 Mazda RX-7 rkgh miles Sports Car $2100
OBO. Cal 372-4915.

Summer and Fall Leases

PREMIUM
BOTTLED WATER

FOX RUN APARTMENTS

2 ISO Watt Carpet tweed SpKrs Never usedi 3
yr. warr. $650/or oast oiler. 353^4214.

or apply in person at:
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo

(our only office)
352-5620

e^CA
Management Inc.
-Studio Apts. IIS E. Pot RdlEvergrtcn
Apts.) Laundry on site One person starts
at 230/mo ulilt are included
For more info call 353-5*00

/CflfcCA
Management Inc.
I bdrm 215 E. Poe RdlF.vrri.rrrn Apia.)
Very spacious, laundry on site. Rent starts at
340/mo ♦ elec For more info call 353-5800

aAfEKCA
Management Inc.

NEWL9VEI
Rentals

For a complete 1998/99
listing stop by our office,
1045 N. Main,
or call 353-5800

